Success has been hard to attain in recent years in multilateral disarmament and arms control work. Political problems exist, but they are not the sole problem. Obstacles to progress can be the unintended consequences of past practice, or they can stem from the complex challenges those involved must deal with. Aspects of multilateral disarmament practice compound cognitive challenges that individuals face in managing their perceptions and interactions with others. While there is no way to ensure success in disarmament endeavours, multilateral practitioners can improve the chances by recognizing and harnessing cognitive diversity, as humanitarian perspectives in disarmament processes have shown. This book discusses practical suggestions to help achieve this.
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FOREWORD

In late 2004, the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) began a research project entitled Disarmament as Humanitarian Action: Making Multilateral Negotiations Work (the DHA project). The project has examined current difficulties faced by the international community in tackling disarmament and arms control. Recognizing that a greater humanitarian focus is relevant to the work of multilateral practitioners such as diplomats and other policymakers, the project is concerned with developing practical proposals to help them apply this focus in functional terms.

The cognitive aspects of multilateral negotiation have been of abiding interest for the DHA project’s researchers. From their own observations during the course of the project, they could see that most disarmament diplomats are understandably focused on the practical aspects of their jobs—of meeting, of trying to develop collective intentionality despite differing interests and conceptions of interest, of drafting text, and of managing process. As such, many of them are unaccustomed to thinking about what they do and how they do it in terms different than those they have acquired professionally.

But still, as I noted in the foreword to the previous DHA volume Thinking Outside the Box in Multilateral Disarmament and Arms Control Negotiations, despite the often repeated cry that “one size does not fit all”, precedent exerts a strong hold on disarmament diplomacy. Sometimes, the attempted—and often abortive—responses of established multilateral institutions such as the Conference on Disarmament are more striking for their inherited procedural resemblance to one another than whether they were optimally constructed to achieve a meaningful goal. Familiar tools and approaches are often chosen, instead of selecting those best for the job at hand.

At root, disarmament and arms control are issues of human security, and thus a humanitarian approach could have great effect. In particular, such a perspective puts greater stress on the individual and their community as reference points for security and enables problems of armed violence to be framed in new ways and appropriate responses to be identified that may not have been apparent before.
Thinking on the human scale can also help those involved in disarmament work to come to grips with constraints on their own interactions and effectiveness, and that is the focus of this volume. Drawing upon research from domains such as behavioural economics, cognitive and evolutionary psychology, decision modelling and complexity, the authors explore the kinds of intuitions and perceptions affecting how multilateral practitioners frame disarmament problems and interact in multilateral negotiations. In so doing, they show that people’s cognitive constraints and the issues and environments with which they are expected to cope can affect their chances of success—quite aside from factors such as “political will”. The message is that, while there is no way to ensure success, multilateral practitioners can increase their chances by recognizing and harnessing diversity of perspective, as humanitarian approaches in recent disarmament-related processes have demonstrated.

With this volume the DHA project ends this phase of its work, although the Disarmament Insight initiative continues and a new project stemming from DHA to document and analyse the Oslo Process on cluster munitions has begun. It has been my pleasure to work from the inception of the project with all of those who have been on the DHA team—Vanessa Martin Randin and Ashley Thornton, interns Talayeh Voosoghi and Eoghan Murphy, all of the contributors to DHA publications, and John Borrie, who led the team throughout.

Patricia Lewis
Director, 1998–2008
UNIDIR
Men at some time are masters of their fates:
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves …

Shakespeare, *Julius Caesar*, Act I, Scene II
CHAPTER 1

KNOWNS AND UNKNOWNS

INTRODUCTION

A lot of attention has been paid in recent years to the need for those involved in multilateral decision-making processes in the domain of disarmament and arms control to “think outside the box” in addressing contemporary challenges. But, beyond recognition that there are imperfections in current approaches, it is not always clear whether the parameters of the existing box are sufficiently understood or, indeed, what such new approaches could be in practical terms:

What is the world waiting for? An easy answer is new leadership with a clear sense of global responsibility—a deficit that is almost everywhere palpably clear: the United States, the United Nations, Europe, the rising power of China, the resource-rich ones of Russia and Iran. Too easy, because at a deeper level the absence of solutions is not only the responsibility of those who directly govern; it also belongs to the world’s flawed institutions, redundant ideas and disaggregated social ethics.¹

The kinds of collective challenges that fall within the ambit of disarmament and arms control vary greatly. The traditional focus of these activities was on the arsenals of states—the priority during the Cold War being to control the spiralling numbers and spread of nuclear weapons, along with biological and chemical weapons programmes, and there were also attempts to address various conventional weapons systems.

Since the end of the Cold War, broader changes in the international security context have been sometimes rapid and far reaching. Indeed, it is a cliché that we live in a globalizing world, which is another way to say that it is becoming more interconnected. The consequences of greater interconnectedness, in conjunction with other trends such as technological advances and greater socio-economic inequity, are profound for the maintenance and development of international security by multilateral means. For example,
collective regimes such as the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction (BTWC) now have to come to grips with how to prevent the use of weapons of mass destruction by non-state armed groups, or even individuals—well beyond their traditional focus on states. Understanding and responding to hostile intent—not only restricting materials or technologies—is unavoidably becoming a greater element of the disarmament equation. Moreover, other issues such as addressing the demand for illicit small arms and light weapons or preventing cyberattacks revolve around the behaviour of many individuals and groups within different societies, with whom it is unfeasible and sometimes politically unacceptable to parley over the negotiating table in a multilateral forum.

While the issues and entities with a bearing on the success of multilateral disarmament and arms control work are becoming more diverse, the same cannot necessarily be said of institutional responses. Since 2004, the Disarmament as Humanitarian Action project (or DHA project, for short) has looked carefully at a range of different processes in multilateral disarmament work, and their degrees of inclusiveness and openness to new perspectives vary greatly. Of these processes, the Geneva-based Conference on Disarmament (CD) plays a special role as a standing body tasked with a range of international security-enhancing objectives such as fissile material negotiations, preventing an arms race in space and furthering steps to nuclear disarmament. Yet, as we shall see, the CD’s diversity is questionable—in fact, the 65-state body holds outsiders at arm’s length. Many of those who might be highly relevant to the CD’s deliberations—by way of providing new ideas and helping to generate the collective mindset that would lead to new approaches—are not even allowed to be present. Unable to agree a work programme since 1998, the national diplomats comprising the CD have not made headway on any subject, let alone the priorities mentioned above.

Diversity of perspective is something not talked about much in the work of multilateral disarmament diplomats. Perhaps it is taken for granted that different states offer different perspectives, or it is assumed that different perspectives are synonymous with diversity of identity. We shall argue the presence of identity diversity does not always provide perspective diversity—and it is perspective diversity that is functional, or cognitive, diversity. Nor is it clear that representatives of states, in particular, understand what
benefits perspective diversity brings to their work. Bodies such as the CD were established in an era during which enhancing national security was the prerogative, and during which other perspectives were seen as much less relevant or even illegitimate. States were seen as having the answers because they had the weapons and—presumably—control over those weapons. But this is no longer always the case. Also, as we have argued in a previous volume, too often national security is used to prevent debate or reform of aspects of disarmament and arms control processes, such as rules of procedure or decision-making mechanisms. While it is improbable that national security prerogatives would or could be entirely discarded as a final safeguard in negotiations, how these prerogatives are used needs to be regarded with a critical eye and be measured against broader concerns. This is necessary because the new conditions with which multilateral disarmament practitioners have to deal, such as those mentioned above, mean certain traditional assumptions must be relaxed in order to improve the effectiveness of their efforts.

This volume will show how diversity of perspective can benefit multilateral disarmament work, along with practical suggestions to encourage such diversity. For even if diversity is not usually regarded as an issue worth paying much attention to in some multilateral disarmament forums, it is certainly being recognized in other domains related to international security. For example, new methods are being applied in confronting terrorist groups. Data from diverse sources is being aggregated into information-and knowledge-sharing networks to create an improved picture of what is going on. But, as James Surowiecki concluded from looking at flaws in how the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and other US intelligence agencies performed in predicting terrorist attacks from 1993 to 2001, this is not enough:

What was missing in the intelligence community ... was any real means of aggregating not just the information but also judgments. In other words, there was no mechanism to tap into the collective wisdom of National Security Agency nerds, CIA spooks, and FBI agents.

Thus, beyond simply gathering new facts in a database, aggregating perspectives is also important. New perspectives bring new insights, and with them useful innovation—even if sometimes they also can create some conflict. There is evidence in the multilateral domain—such as in the process leading to the 1997 Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling,
Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction, work on small arms, explosive remnants of war and cluster munitions, and even in the context of the BTWC—that diverse perspectives add value and momentum to disarmament work. But some disarmament diplomats have been reluctant to carry over lessons from these environments into others. They have varied excuses as to why reframing would not help in areas of inertia or blockage (such as the NPT or the CD), such as the nature of the weapon being dealt with, or that matters of such importance should not involve “outsiders”, for example international organizations or civil society.

We suggest the opposite: diversity of perspective aids in solving difficult problems, for reasons we will explain. Indeed, in the course of the DHA project’s research, a range of perspectives was assembled to put the CD and other arms control processes under the microscope, as well as to re-evaluate the nature of some of the problems they face. In this volume, we “connect the dots” between research insights from other domains and aspects of the work of multilateral disarmament practitioners. As such, certain aspects of what we will explore are both partly speculative and potentially applicable to other multilateral contexts. However, we limit our focus to disarmament and arms control in line with the DHA project’s aim to present multilateral practitioners in that domain with new insights of practical relevance of possible use to them in difficult and uncertain environments.

Box 1.1 What is a multilateral practitioner?

Traditionally, actors in international processes have been diplomats—professional or politically appointed representatives of governments, and foreign policy decision makers.

In recent decades, the range of actors involved in multilateral disarmament processes has broadened considerably. By multilateral practitioner we mean not only representatives of governments involved in a multilateral process (such as treaty negotiation, participation in a standing multilateral forum or stewardship of a treaty process), but others in a position to participate in some capacity or to influence such processes. As we will see in Chapter 2, this can include not only those directly present in the negotiating chamber, but others as well, for instance those advising or sending formal instructions from capitals. Moreover, by practitioner we are referring to individuals as opposed to entities. For example, as well as those working directly for governments, it can refer to those working for relevant international organizations or people from transnational civil society, such as non-governmental organization (NGO) advocates or academic experts.
A WORLD OF SURPRISE

During his time as US Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld said many memorable things during press briefings. One online magazine even presented some quotations of Rumsfeld as short poems. For example, in reference to Iraq’s alleged weapons of mass destruction programmes:

The Unknown

As we know
There are known knowns.
There are things we know we know.
We also know
There are known unknowns.
That is to say
We know there are some things
We do not know.
But there are also unknown unknowns,
The ones we don’t know
We don’t know.  

Rumsfeld’s remarks underline the central conundrum for anyone having to make decisions with important consequences—how to handle uncertainty. Probably unbeknownst to Rumsfeld and some other policymakers, they had already been trapped in the conundrum he identified—that of “unknown unknowns, the ones we don’t know we don’t know”—as subsequent events showed. The ultimate question in international politics is, how can multilateral decision makers (and, of course, those trying to influence them) successfully handle uncertainty—in Rumsfeld’s words, “a world of surprise”? One of the starkest and most persistent problems of uncertainty is the security dilemma. As Robert Axelrod succinctly put it, “nations often seek their own security through means which challenge the security of others. This problem arises in such areas as escalation of local conflicts and arms races. Related problems occur in international relations in the form of competition within alliances, tariff negotiations, and communal conflicts.” Such dilemmas present decision makers with dilemmas of choice. A versatile solution to this puzzle has eluded every decision maker and thinker in history—even if international relations theorists, government press spokespeople or televised statements by heads of state seek to persuade you otherwise. In fact, we will see that the puzzle has no answer. But that is a finding of more practical value than it appears.
What follows is not an analysis of uncertainty in international relations or the security dilemma, per se. Instead, we explore the sorts of things that can skew the perceptions of human beings and so hinder their efforts at cooperation and effective problem-solving—of approaching problems of uncertainty with clear heads. If these phenomena are acknowledged, there are ways to ameliorate their effects; indeed, leveraging perspective diversity happens to be a useful way of responding to uncertainty. Considering and incorporating more diverse perspectives can improve group performance in prediction and problem-solving—in some contexts even when there is conflict within the group, as there is in most multilateral processes.

In the next sections of this chapter we will outline some basic understandings as a backdrop. Ideas we developed in the course of the DHA project have been supplemented by those of others. One especially useful framework to be discussed is that of cognitive toolboxes, described in detail in Scott Page’s book *The Difference*. Page’s ideas are a good fit with our own impressions from observing a range of multilateral arms control processes and will help bring us to how disarmament practitioners can improve their work in Rumsfeld’s “world of surprise.” In fact, this volume draws heavily on Page’s framework for thinking about the potential value of diversity: our purpose here is largely to explore what this framework could mean in the context of multilateral disarmament work as we have observed and participated in it, as his book is very detailed, but also more generic. Other terms, such as community of practice, we have used before in our work and are useful for thinking about how disarmament diplomats interact.

Chapter 2 will explore some constraints on how all human beings (and, by extension, multilateral practitioners) perceive the world and each other, which serves to underline the importance of perspective diversity. These cognitive constraints colour our individual perspectives—sometimes in similar ways, and sometimes in ways that differ. Awareness of these constraints is of particular relevance to multilateral practitioners because, as will become apparent, the environments in which they work may amplify problems associated with cognitive constraints.

Exploring cognitive constraints illustrates why greater cognitive diversity is needed in multilateral disarmament work because “when solving problems, diversity may matter as much, or even more than, individual ability.” Note the word “may” in the preceding sentence, as there are inevitable caveats. But our essential thesis is that multilateral processes that reflect a diversity
of perspectives have greater potential than less perspective-diverse groups to reframe difficult problems in ways that make them more tractable. This is the focus of Chapter 3.

We will conclude with some practical suggestions to help multilateral decision makers recognize and harness diversity. Historically, leveraging diverse perspectives in group problem-solving actually describes what “disarmament as humanitarian action” has been in multilateral contexts such as the process leading to the 1997 Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention and, more recently, the Oslo Process, which achieved the Convention on Cluster Munitions in 2008.

**TACKLING DISARMAMENT CHALLENGES**

Disarmament itself has become a rather loaded term, carrying different connotations depending on who is using it and why. From the late 1990s until very recently, it appeared to have fallen out of vogue among the major military powers—reflected by their lack of progress on disarmament and arms control measures at the multilateral level. Despite pressing imperatives, the CD in Geneva dedicated to such tasks remains in deadlock after almost a decade—unable even to agree on a work programme. In May 2005, the NPT Review Conference failed to achieve anything substantial despite serious challenges to the global nuclear non-proliferation regime. Meanwhile, international efforts to curb the illicit trade in small arms and light weapons remain highly constrained. And after a promising start on tackling the post-conflict effects of explosive remnants of war, states working in the context of the UN Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) could not agree on dealing with the deadly effects of antivehicle mines, and still face tough challenges in addressing the impacts of cluster munitions on civilians, which prompted the emergence of the Oslo Process.

Where limited progress in the disarmament and arms control domain has been achieved over the last decade, humanitarian approaches tend to have accompanied it. One element of these approaches is increased emphasis on the individual and the community as referent points for “human security” alongside traditional national security perspectives. Another common element is the involvement of a variety of perspectives, including from “the field”; that is, from environments in which people grapple with situations of insecurity in practical ways. As mentioned above, the process
that led to the 1997 Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention, in which field-based medical workers and deminers played prominent roles, is a striking example of the positive difference these perspectives can make—although it is by no means the only one. Alongside these elements, the input and pressure of international organizations, academic and policy researchers, as well as NGOs and their networks also usefully supplement the work of governments by proposing alternatives to the orthodox ways of framing and responding to global problems of human insecurity.

Recognition of the roles in international security that actors outside of governments may play has traditionally been rather limited. For example, NGOs and even international organizations such as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) are not permitted to participate directly in the work of the CD. Access to international meetings of states on curbing the illicit trafficking in small arms is very limited. Ostensibly, reluctance to allow these actors significant roles stems from the belief that matters of security are the sovereign prerogative of national governments alone. And, national governments—at least in democratic countries—are accountable to their electorates and so can claim legitimacy that NGOs and others cannot. From a historical point of view, it is because transnational civil society and international organizations appeared later than states that they so often remain marginalized.

History also shows that multilateral diplomatic forums have not been tremendously effective in building or strengthening new disarmament and arms control norms except in brief bursts, like in the 1990s. For most of the Cold War, like today, the CD and UN disarmament bodies were able to do little. It is tempting to blame the major powers for this failure. Critics have observed, for instance, that US leadership has often been crucial to the success of these efforts, but that “unilateralism” has become a byword of the Bush Administration and has hurt the prospects of traditional disarmament forums and treaty processes. In many respects, it certainly has not helped. But such criticism fails to address valid concerns about the effectiveness of multilateral disarmament processes, even as the United States promotes other forms of collective international action like the Proliferation Security Initiative, claiming that such actions are activities, not processes. On occasion, the behaviour of a variety of states claiming, on the one hand, to be upholding international norms while, on the other, preventing meaningful work in disarmament bodies or treaty stewardship
processes has been nothing short of disgraceful. It is clear that blind faith in multilateral institutions is not the answer.

Obstacles to successful outcomes in multilateral disarmament processes are often couched in terms of lack of, or the wrong kind of, “political will”. This is fine as a form of shorthand, but explanations of negotiating process or dynamics predicated simply on levels of perceived political will tend to obscure rather than aid understanding about what really may be going on. Importantly, it fails to help those participating in such processes to distinguish features of their working environments that arise from aspects of the way they work that were not intended or “designed in”, but arose for other reasons. And it is not transparent in terms of their own impact, through the nature of their interactions as negotiators and other influencers.16

The reality is that multilateral disarmament practitioners, like all of us, have to act on imperfect information, and each develop predictive models of the world in their heads to help them. At the same time, they are each subject to the all-too-human perceptual biases and other constraints that can influence these models. In sum, collective perceptions and the structures of international security politics can create obstacles to progress for which no single state or person is responsible.

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

The first DHA volume suggested that it is worth examining the “community of practice” within which multilateral practitioners work, and the way in which it contributes to shaping the choices, for better or worse, that negotiators make. This does not ignore the specific political parameters and pressures that can make or break a negotiation, and which are naturally at the forefront of multilateral practitioners’ minds. Nevertheless, it is worth evaluating whether conventional approaches and past assumptions make sense in the specific contexts to which they are applied.17

What is a community of practice? For our purposes, it simply entails “a group of people who over a period of time share in some set of social practices geared toward some common social purpose”.18 Some of these practices, such as titles, written rules of negotiating procedure (the consensus rule, for example) and other working methods, are formal. Some other practices—perennial coffee breaks, “off-the-record” working dinners and lunches between diplomats—are informal. But an understanding of what they are,
how they work and the roles and responsibilities of members is implicitly shared in that community. It is what connects a group of individuals, and also what sets them apart from others. This community of practice, however loose and amorphous it is perceived to be, is what fashions negotiating outcomes within various parameters.  

The concept of a community of practice is also useful as a way of recognizing multilateral diplomats and other national representatives as more than simply mouthpieces of their governments. It acknowledges that their interactions are dynamic. This allows negotiation and compromise to be possible at the multilateral level in the pursuit of policy outcomes. It also presents the possibility of structural problems arising in—and across—multilateral processes for reasons that are not premeditated, which can result in dynamics that are unproductive and unintended. One implication is that:

the multilateral negotiating community of practice in disarmament and arms control is, at best, only partially adapted to changing realities. This is for two reasons. First, its evolution is gradual, constrained by precedent and diplomatic, political and military caution among other things. Secondly, much of its DNA is “junk DNA”, consisting of features for which there is no purpose, for which a purpose has been forgotten, or which performs some function for which it was not originally developed.

A further implication is that, right now, the generation of unintended consequence continues. Too often, as one work—aptly named System Failure—put it, “Unintended consequences, which occur in all areas of public policy, are systematically ignored because the evaluation only measures the intended outcomes. Also it is usually impossible to link policy and interventions unambiguously because too many other variables are also changing”. This we examine in depth in Chapter 3.

By connecting a group of individuals with shared concepts, roles and responsibilities, a community of practice can have a significant normative effect. This can be a good thing. Gathering a common understanding of how things work in a community of practice—and thus having useful rules of thumb for making predictions—is crucial for those participating in it. Historians of diplomacy have observed, for example, that early international conferences in the Westphalian era of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries (devoted in those days to peace settlements) were “somewhat chaotic” until, with practice, common rules emerged.22 In multilateral disarmament in the modern era, the established rules reinforced the importance placed on continuity and precedent. Such precedent can be extremely powerful: for example, in the work of the CCW, a UN international humanitarian law treaty, there is no rule to prevent member states from voting on important issues in a situation where consensus has not been reached. However, because disarmament diplomats who administer the CCW are used to the consensus rule in arms control treaties, it has become the practice there too, although it is not for most international humanitarian law and other multilateral treaties.

The collective outlook that develops within a community of practice is potentially useful, but it can discourage diversity of perspective and fresh approaches to problem solving. It is to characterizing perspectives that we turn now.

TOOLBOXES

Scott Page argues that each of us possesses a mental “toolbox” of four frameworks: perspectives, heuristics, interpretations and predictive models. Just like all human beings do in every day life, multilateral negotiators deploy these frameworks in their negotiations—but about issues that are often rather less intuitive, or just not intuitive at all. (When we refer to intuition in this volume, we mean it in the sense of “A mode of understanding or knowing characterized as direct and immediate and occurring without conscious thought or judgement”.23)

PERSPECTIVES

Page argued that to organize the very large number of things facing us, each of us has an internal language that describes these objects, situations, events or solutions. An internal language can be written in words, in numbers or symbols, or in abstract shapes and forms. “An internal language differs from a spoken or written external language. Internal languages can assign different words to the same object”.24

Internal languages differ across people. Page described the mapping that takes reality and encodes it into an internal language as a perspective, in
which “each distinct object, situation, problem or event gets mapped to a unique word”. When we say that two people have different perspectives, it could mean either that they map reality differently into the same internal language, or that they map reality into two differing internal languages.

Common perspectives within groups have definite advantages. They allow quick and error-free communication—the virtually universal use of acronyms among disarmament experts is one example. And, a thorough knowledge of these acronyms may be a badge of respect in that community of practice.

To illustrate the point that different perspectives can be useful, Page offered the example of Cartesian and polar coordinates. Both are perspectives on points in space. Cartesian coordinates are the familiar $x$ and $y$. Polar coordinates describe a point using an angle and a distance from the origin. Cartesian coordinates make it simple to describe rectangles. But polar coordinates make it easy to describe circles and arcs. Although not impossible, it is difficult to describe rectangles using polar coordinates, or circles with Cartesian coordinates. In other words, the choice of perspective contributes to a task’s difficulty or ease.

Lack of perspective diversity has insidious costs. Novel perspectives have to come from somewhere, and we often construct them from other perspectives. If diversity of perspective is reduced then we all suffer because it “stifles the collective ability of the group to find good solutions” because the bank of perspectives to draw from is smaller.

HEURISTICS

In basic terms, a heuristic “is any sophisticated, directed procedure that functions by reducing the range of possible solutions to a problem or the number of possible answers to a question”. Heuristics do not guarantee the finding of a solution—they are shortcuts and, importantly, no heuristic works better than any other across all possible problems. They are widely used in science, for instance, in allowing provisional characterizations that can enable the subsequent testing and evaluation of theories. We all use heuristics every day, ranging from those acquired and sharpened through training and experience to others that appear more intuitive.
Box 1.2 Perspective diversity versus identity diversity

Crucially, when we talk of functional diversity, we are referring to diversity of perspective, not necessarily of identity. They are not the same thing.

Diplomats in the CD, for example, are diverse in terms of their identities, representing different states and coming, in many cases, from differing cultural and linguistic backgrounds. But they do not seem to be so diverse in terms of perspective. Most are male, mainly of middle age. Virtually all are university educated. As shown by the fact that practically all diplomats there speak English, and many speak French too, they have received schooling in the Western tradition or are at least familiar with it, and operate within that milieu in the CD’s gatherings. The majority, if not from the upper socio-economic strata of their societies, likely come from at least a middle stratum. This common ground makes it easier for them to engage in the community of practice that has arisen there. However, in giving them cues about how to interact, that distinctive community can submerge ways of thinking that lie outside its orthodoxy. Diverse identities do not guarantee diverse perspectives.

Identity and perspective are sometimes linked to varying degrees: our identities can of course influence our perspectives. So, greater identity diversity in multilateral disarmament work would be welcome—there are too few women, particularly in senior diplomatic positions, and often a large proportion of white faces in relation to total numbers. But greater identity diversity does not necessarily make a group more effective at predictive or problem-solving tasks. Rather than making the case for identity diversity, the focus of this book is on showing that multilateral work would be more effectively advanced by increasing perspective diversity, because that is likely an indicator of better group prediction and problem-solving.

Is the distinction between identity diversity and perspective diversity really relevant in the CD, where there appears to be a conflict of interests that has made it impossible to achieve agreement? It is, because we shall eventually reach the point in Chapter 4 where we can see that, by encouraging diverse ways of searching for solutions, it is possible for actors in an environment such as the CD to modify their preferences as they gain a better sense of more optimal solutions. In other words, perspective diverse processes can help those involved to reframe, through the development of hybrid perspectives.
From a cognitive point of view, intuitive heuristics help us to cope rapidly with the large amount of information in our environment. We often think of these intuitive heuristics—when we think of them at all—as rules of thumb, or common sense.

For our purposes here, we are concerned with our shared intuitive heuristics. By implication, our brains make continuous unconscious inferences about aspects of the world that impact and guide our behaviour. And, indeed, psychologists have shown that our brains make unconscious inferences about aspects of the world continually, and this process is often completely automatic.

The brain makes a “bet” on the environment, or what the brain assumes the structure to be … . These unconscious perceptual inferences are strong enough to act upon, but unlike other intuitive judgments, they are not flexible. They are triggered by external stimuli in an automatic way. An automatic process cannot be changed by insight or information external to the process.²⁹

Certain optical illusions, for instance, work this way. Other intuitive heuristics or rules of thumb are more flexible. They are still fast and frugal and adapted to certain environments. But while unconscious, they can be subjected to conscious intervention. These are “gut feelings” according to Gerd Gigerenzer, and involve quick, unconscious evaluation. “If one doesn’t work, there are others to choose from”.³⁰

For example, autistic people can learn to better decipher the intentions of others, which non-autistic people mostly find effortless and automatic—for example, employing the heuristic that the chocolate bar at which a child stares longest among a selection is the one they are most likely to prefer.¹¹ Intuitions associated with understanding the mental states of others are central to negotiating. This attribution of mental states is referred to as evincing a “theory of mind”, and will be discussed later.

INTERPRETATIONS

Drawing from work in computer learning theory, Page used the term interpretation to describe categorizations of reality within perspectives. It is possible, for example, that two people with a common perspective lump things within it in different ways—for example to categorize an album
collection of compact discs alphabetically by artist, or by the colour of the spine of their cases. We each construct categories within our perspectives, and these categories differ: “An interpretation is a map from objects, situations, problems and events into words. In an interpretation, one word can represent many objects.”32

An interpretation can exclude many of these things too. Page noted that one heuristic for creating interpretations, the projection interpretation heuristic, is to take a perspective and ignore dimensions of it, to intentionally create a subset of possible dimensions. Another type of interpretation heuristic would be to create categories of similar objects, situations, problems or events that are not simply projections of attributes—the clumping interpretation. The important point here is that interpretations exploit underlying structure in some way.

People use interpretation frameworks for getting on in the world more than they do perspective frameworks. Inevitably we lump reality into categories, and we do not have words for everything, even if perspectives form the basis for interpretations. And for every perspective there is a large number of interpretations. Moreover, interpretations depend on our place or role. Donald Rumsfeld’s statements that Saddam Hussein was certain to have weapons of mass destruction programmes in Iraq and that North Korea was developing nuclear weapons reflected his interpretation of a perspective other neo-conservatives in the Bush administration shared—that “it’s a complicated world, that denial and deception is rampant. … Things are being done underground, things are being done very cleverly”.33 Others had differing interpretations.

Importantly, diverse interpretations “lead us to draw different inferences, to make predictions that differ. So we can see the world the same fundamental way, but divide it up differently. This creates lots of diversity. That diversity affects how we predict outcomes and infer causality.”34

PREDICTIVE MODELS

Some predictive models are based on quite crude interpretations, which can be remarkably effective in some instances.35 But, how effective might they be with the sorts of complicated problems multilateral policymakers are likely to face?
Often, policy practitioners and other “experts” work under time pressure and with imperfect and incomplete information. The ways they arrive at their assessments may be crude interpretations mixed with theory-based models. Moreover, there may be little opportunity or inclination to test the shortcomings of one’s predictive model. Such shortcomings were underlined by Paul Ormerod and Shaun Riordan—the latter a former British Foreign Office specialist on China—who observed that the traditional geopolitical analysis, of the kind in which diplomats specialize, has a poor record. They noted the collapse of the Soviet Union, the peaceful reunification of Germany and the Asian financial crisis of 1997 as examples of “surprises”.

In the view of Ormerod and Riordan, there are a number of systemic weaknesses inherent in the orthodox political analysis of foreign ministries, all of which are relevant to multilateral disarmament work, because foreign service personnel attend to, analyse and often coordinate national policies in disarmament negotiating environments. In particular:

- It is overly dependent on the abilities of individual analysts. Such analysts can only handle a limited number of factors at any given time … ;
- Their produce thus inevitably fails to reflect the full complexity of the interdependent and inter-reacting factors that constitute a globalized world;
- It rarely makes explicit the factors it is taking into account, or the relations it has assumed between them, even to itself. The produce therefore has to be taken as given, and is difficult to assess or interrogate;
- It tends to deterministic predictions, which either prove right or wrong. If it does offer different scenarios, it tends to do so on a simplistic probabilistic basis, assuming a normal distribution of risk. Both tendencies encourage decision-makers to adopt optimal strategies unable to adapt to “surprises” … ;
- It takes insufficient account of new players in international relations (e.g. NGOs and multinationals) and social factors. It has been slow to assimilate new forms of risk (e.g. reputation risk). It is often poor at capturing the interactions between political, social and economic factors;
- It fails to take full account of the complex network of positive and negative feedback loops which are crucial to the outcomes in the real world. It is unable to help governments, companies or international organizations understand the impact and consequences of their actions, or those
whom they might influence. Analyses tend to be static snapshots, rather than dynamic strategic tools to assist decision making.36

HEDGEHOGS AND FOXES

Most practitioners would agree that it is very difficult to accurately predict outcomes of complex economic and political processes. But is their record really that bad? Philip Tetlock became interested in this problem during the 1980s, when he was part of a US National Research Council group on issues related to preventing nuclear war, in which big differences emerged among its members over the nature of the Soviet–American relationship: “What did the experts know, or think they know, about Soviet intentions? … In probing these ‘foundational beliefs’, I was struck by how frequently influential observers offered confident, but flatly contradictory, assessments that were impervious to the arguments advanced by the other side”.37

In a long-term study, Tetlock and his colleagues found that “experts” could not very accurately or consistently predict outcomes. Tetlock’s research team asked various specialists to judge the likelihood of a number of political, economic and military events occurring within a specific time frame (about five years ahead). Close to 300 specialists offered outcomes representing approximately 27,000 predictions:

[The] study revealed an expert problem: there was no difference in results whether one had a PhD or undergraduate degree. Well-published professors had no advantage over journalists. The only regularity … found was the negative effect of reputation on prediction: those who had a big reputation were worse predictors than those who had none.38

Importantly, Tetlock found that what experts think matters far less than how they think. Drawing from characterizations in Isaiah Berlin’s book The Proper Study of Mankind,39 Tetlock found that:

If we want realistic odds on what will happen next, coupled to a willingness to admit mistakes, we are better off turning to experts who embody the intellectual traits of Isaiah Berlin’s prototypical fox—those who “know many little things,” draw from an eclectic array of traditions, and accept ambiguity and contradiction as inevitable features of life—than we are turning to Berlin’s hedgehogs—those who “know one big
thing”, toil devotedly within one tradition, and reach for formulaic solutions to ill-defined problems.40

Of course, beyond the anecdotal evidence and our own first-hand observations, it is not clear how fundamental a problem inaccurate or conflicting predications are in multilateral disarmament and arms control negotiations. But it does underline the risk noted by Ormerod and Riordan of being overly dependent on the abilities—the perspectives—of individual analysts. Is the answer to making multilateral work more productive simply that we should all be more like foxes, rather than hedgehogs? Certainly it is an appealing thought. Many diplomats, in particular, take pride in their perceived generalism. Foreign services are by nature rotational, and personnel might find themselves working on disarmament, then climate change, then trade relations, for example. Perhaps the foxes just need to be more foxy?

There are several problems with that idea. The first problem is that diplomats operate in an environment in which precedent and the established community of practice to which they belong can make it difficult to leverage being fox-like. Another problem is that many practitioners are more hedgehog-like than they realize.

In Chapter 2, we will examine in more detail why the predictive models human beings have in their heads may not predispose us to effective multilateral decision-making. We will focus in particular on some implications of cognitive constraints for disarmament and arms control diplomacy. In Chapters 3 and 4, which will bring us back to cognitive diversity, we will discuss steps multilateral practitioners could take to recognize the challenges created by the way human minds work, in order to hopefully improve the chances of multilateral disarmament practitioners finding opportunities for cooperation in a given situation.
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CHAPTER 2

COGNITIVE CONSTRAINTS AND BIASES

In the preceding chapter we introduced the notion that each of us carries around a set of predictive models in our heads. Some of these predictive models are learned and refined, but many are quite crude, intuitive models. Intuitive predictive models can serve quite well in everyday life. But they do not always serve decision makers well in multilateral processes. This chapter will explain how some of the ways we intuitively perceive the world are at variance with how the world really is, and why that can cause problems in multilateral negotiations.

ADAPTED MINDS

Our modern skulls contain Stone Age brains. The biological equipment that enables humans to thrive today is essentially identical to that of our ancestors living tens of thousands of years ago. This is perhaps hard to imagine. These ancestors lacked the Internet, brain surgery or mobile phones, and knew nothing of the atom, genes or the world economy. Nevertheless, as Desmond Morris explains:

It is doubtful whether the day-by-day social intercourse of modern man in the twenty-first century is very different from that of prehistoric man. If we could return, by time machine, to an early cave-dwelling, we would no doubt hear the same kind of laughter, see the same kind of facial expressions, and witness the same sorts of quarrels, love affairs, acts of parental devotion and friendly cooperation as we do today.1

At least 100,000 years ago, some of our ancestors began to spread out from Africa until today human beings have colonized the world. That span is only several thousand generations—generally considered too short a time for evolution to produce any major changes in us, including in our brains. When our ancestors spread out from the African savannah they had already
developed the features that would enable the species to thrive, including language, tool use and the capacity for cultural development.2

Like many primates, our ancestors lived in groups with complex social structures. Living in groups offers advantages. For instance, there are more eyes to spot predators and others around to help fight them off (or serve as alternate prey). But group living adds challenges as well. An individual’s companions are potential competitors for mates and food, and their behaviour can change rapidly. In view of this, scientists believe that natural selection would have favoured those “who were able to use and exploit others in their social group, without causing the disruption and potential group fission liable to result from naked aggression. Their manipulations might as easily involve cooperation as conflict, sharing as hoarding”.3

Observations in fields such as biology, primatology, archaeology and anthropology suggest that the most important problems to be solved would have included avoiding predators, eating the right foods, forming friendships and alliances, providing help to children and other relatives, understanding the mental states of others, communicating with others and selecting mates.4 Such problems give researchers clues in looking for evidence of the cognitive adaptations our ancestors would have needed.5

What kind of adaptations are we talking about? Steven Pinker compiled a “tentative but defensible” list (as he described it) of cognitive faculties and the core intuitions on which they are based.6 These include faculties for intuitive physics, the making and use of tools, spatial sense (which we use to navigate the world and keep track of where things are), language, a number sense, as well as a mental database and logic, which we use to represent ideas and infer new ones from old. Cognitive “intuitions” linked to emotion, such as a sense of fear, feelings of disgust (originally linked to the need to identify and avoid contaminated food) or a “moral” sense could also be included.

All of these faculties are, in some manner, relevant to humans engaged in multilateral negotiations. Try to imagine negotiating without language, or the capacity for abstract logic, for instance. Three features of the human mind are especially important to negotiating, however, and form the themes of this chapter:
• an intuitive sense of economics based on the concept of reciprocal exchange, in which one party confers a benefit on another and is entitled to an equivalent benefit in return;
• An intuitive theory of mind, with which we understand other people; and
• cognitive biases, which allow us quickly to perceive and order information in our environment, but can likewise colour how we understand or respond to situations.

A key point for practitioners to think about is that:

These ways of knowing and core intuitions are suitable for the lifestyle of small groups of illiterate, stateless people who live off the land, survive by their wits, and depend on what they can carry. Our ancestors left this lifestyle for a settled existence only a few millennia ago, too recently for evolution to have done much, if anything, to our brains. Conspicuous by their absence [for instance] are faculties suited to the stunning new understanding of the world wrought by science and technology.7

There are two major implications here. The first is that, if the brain expresses innate faculties, it strikes a blow at the heart of rationalist notions of the human being as a “blank slate”, or that consciousness is a “ghost in the machine”.8 Scientists have discovered that the arrow of cause and effect in our thinking, decision-making and actions is rather less clear than previously thought. Researchers have learned, for example, that the brain rewrites some past memories as time goes by9—something we consider further when we look at motivational biases later in this chapter.

There is a second implication of our brains having evolved faculties in response to particular kinds of problems: it is that these faculties gather information about the world and process it in ways we are not necessarily conscious of, and they can affect our perceptions and behaviour without us being aware. Knowing that these cognitive adaptations are there and might push or pull our perceptions in a certain direction (hence, “constraints”) is therefore important in examining what is really happening in multilateral negotiations.

Evolutionary psychology might seem far-removed from what goes on in the conference chamber. But many multilateral negotiators we have talked with speak of a sense of being able to “smell the room” or of “knowing what will
fly” in interacting with their colleagues, without being able to deconstruct their own intuitions. Their political instincts or negotiating intuitions may be expressions of the cognitive faculties our ancestors evolved in response to the demands of social exchange—faculties that all modern human beings share to a great extent.

Box 2.1 outlines a well-known example of how the brain quite literally affects how we see the world, a constraint we are normally oblivious to. Moreover, we cannot consciously instruct the parts evolved in our brain that take care of vision to see differently—for instance, at a different wavelength in the light spectrum. We can tell ourselves we are seeing a visual illusion, however, using the brain’s other systems. But these systems, including cognitive features that help to constitute our consciousness, are also constrained in their own ways.

**Box 2.1 Vision as a cognitive constraint**

Neuroscientists and psychologists have shown that a considerable proportion of what we see in our field of vision is, in effect, filled in by the brain, rather than by our eyes. For example, the nerves connecting the retina with the brain emerge from the light-sensitive cells in the interior of the eye. They run over the inner surface of the retina to one particular place—producing the “blind spot” as these nerves themselves do not sense light—before passing through the retina into the optic nerve. The brain reconstitutes the portion of the visual field that falls onto the blind spot. We normally do not notice this unless some small object, of which we have independent evidence, moves into the spot and seems to disappear from our sight, to be replaced with the general background colour.

The scientific evidence is that such gaps in vision are not filled in by direct physical perception. Instead, our perceptual systems construct a simplified picture of our environment, focusing on the aspects most important to us, such as colour and shape. This construction of our visual field is what fills in the hole of the blind spot. Most of the time the system works perfectly. But, occasionally, as with the blind spot or with visual illusions, the brain can be fooled, as vision is an act of interpretation, not a strict reflection of the external light patterns the eye receives. Constraints on the ability of our visual system to process information are thus exposed. This is because vision’s purpose is not to depict objects in the world as they really are. Rather, vision is a process that produces from images of the external world a description that is useful to the viewer, not one cluttered with irrelevant information.10
AN INTUITIVE SENSE OF ECONOMICS

When people have a chance to interact repeatedly, cooperation frequently emerges. Reciprocal principles guide our behaviour in different ways, such as how friends take turns paying for coffee from day to day, or how some doctors collude with drug companies when writing medical prescriptions, depending on the perks they receive from those companies for doing so.

For our ancestors, forming alliances and friendships was just as vital as eating the right foods or avoiding predators. Those who lacked the ability to do so were at a disadvantage. But forming alliances is not an easy task, especially as group sizes increased. An alliance is an “I help you, you help me” arrangement—reciprocal altruism. But the problem with alliances is the risk of defection, of those who take the benefits of group living without paying the costs. Different animals approach this problem in various ways. In humans, it seems we have developed cognitive adaptations to help us deal with the challenges involved in cooperation.

Evolutionary biologists in the 1960s worked out that organisms will seemingly act altruistically the more closely they are related, this is called kin altruism. But this theory did not explain why altruistic behaviour is observed in the natural world and in human behaviour involving organisms that are not closely related. However, Robert Trivers’ work revealed that some features of our social behaviour—aspects of our “moral sense”—are innate, and not learned. The anger and sense of righteousness we feel if we think we are being cheated, for instance, or that someone in a group is not “pulling their weight” has its origins in the need for our species to detect and deter cheating behaviour in social groups. Trivers found that reciprocal altruism may be expected to evolve when two individuals associate long enough to exchange roles frequently as potential altruist and recipient—you scratch my back, and I scratch yours. “There can be hardly any doubt that reciprocal altruism has been a potent force in human evolution. The emotions of friendship, moralistic aggression, gratitude, and sympathy, as well as our sense of fairness, probably arose primarily as mechanisms to regulate reciprocal altruism”.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma is one of the classic hypothetical scenarios in game theory applied to help understand the evolutionary basis of human decision-making (see Box 2.2). This is because it shares its logical structure with many practical problems for organisms in terms of reciprocal altruism. One
might think that engaging successfully in such situations requires a degree of intelligence, but in fact it has been observed in life forms so simple they have no brains at all, such as interactions between viruses.\textsuperscript{15} The key is the ability to discriminate against non-reciprocators by withholding future aid.

### Box 2.2 The Prisoner’s Dilemma

In the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the police arrest two criminal suspects and lock them in different questioning cells. Each is told that if they implicate the other they will be set free, while the other will receive a harsh punishment. If neither talks then both will receive a light punishment. But if they both talk, they both receive a harsh punishment.

The dilemma is that both players realize that—rationally—they should implicate the other. But that would make them both worse off than if they cooperated and neither spoke. The essence of the dilemma is the fact that you do not know for certain what the other is going to do. Matt Ridley has pointed out that, in real life, “Broadly speaking, any situation in which you are tempted to do something but knew it would be a great mistake if everybody did the same thing, is likely to be a prisoner’s dilemma”.\textsuperscript{16}

Things change, however, if the scenario is iterated—that is, successive rounds of the dilemma are played and players remember what happened in previous rounds. Such iteration better reflects real life, in which social animals encounter each other repeatedly and remember what happened before. Whereas, in the classic Prisoner’s Dilemma, defection is the only logical option, a pattern of mutual cooperation frequently emerges in the iterated version.

Frans de Waal has observed, “Humans and other animals share a heritage of economic tendencies—including cooperation, repayment of favors and resentment at being shortchanged”.\textsuperscript{17} These tendencies are now being explored in the discipline known as behavioural economics. One of the best-known experiments in this field, and one replicated all over the world, is called the Ultimatum Game.\textsuperscript{18} It neatly demonstrates how human behaviour departs from rationality when inequity is detected—a sizable number of people from a wide variety of cultures are prepared to punish others at a cost to themselves in order to prevent unfair outcomes or sanction unfair behaviour (see Box 2.3).
Box 2.3 The Ultimatum Game

In the Ultimatum Game, a pair of people, designated as proposer and responder, are given $10 to divide between them. The proposer decides in advance what the split should be. The responder has two choices: they can accept the offer, in which case the money is split, or reject the offer, in which case both players walk away with no money.

If the proposer acted rationally in the classical utilitarian sense, they would keep $9 for themselves and offer $1 to the responder. And, if according to the same rationale, the responder would accept it, becoming $1 better off in the process. But the game does not always work out this way. In practice, as James Surowiecki observed in his book, *The Wisdom of Crowds*, low offers are usually rejected:

- Think for a moment about what this means. People would rather have nothing than let their “partners” walk away with too much of the loot. They will give up free money to punish what they perceive as greedy or selfish behaviour. And the interesting thing is that the proposers anticipate this—presumably because they would act in the same way if they were in the responder’s shoes … this is a long way from the “rational man” picture of human behaviour.19

The most common offer by the proposer in the ultimatum game is, in fact, $5.

The proposer’s action directly affects the responder in the Ultimatum Game. But a key aspect in the enforcement of many social norms is that people often punish violators not for what they do to the punisher, but for what they do to others. In fact, research has shown that an area of the brain called the insula is activated when humans feel cheated, and it can influence the part of the brain believed to be responsible for rational decision-making. This means that if we feel we have been cheated, our insula is activated and we may try to punish the cheater—even at personal cost. This “punishment principle” can even be activated against people who have cheated someone we know but not us personally.20

**The Wason selection task**

In 1966, psychologist Peter Wason devised a task to see if people would reason in accordance with the laws of logic. Participants in the task were presented with four cards on a table, each having a letter on one side and a number on the other. One card showed a vowel and one a consonant; of
the other two cards, one showed an even number and one showed an odd number. Participants were given the statement “if a card has a vowel on one side, then it has an even number on the other”, and asked which cards must be turned over to test the validity of the statement.21

Without going into detail about what makes responses right or wrong, suffice it to say that few participants made all of the correct choices in this test of logic.22 In general, less than 25% of subjects spontaneously get tasks equivalent to this fully right. Some researchers report even lower average rates of success in their studies, as low as 9%.23 Moreover, even formal training in logical reasoning does little to boost performance on tests of descriptive rules of this kind, even when these rules deal with familiar content drawn from everyday life.

Box 2.4 Doing the Wason selection task24

Try to complete the Wason selection task as follows: you have a job working for the United Nations in Geneva to study the demographics of transportation of UN workers and diplomats. You read a previous report on their travel habits that says: “If a person goes to Paris, then that person takes the train”.

The four words listed below have information about Geneva-based UN workers and diplomats. Imagine each of the four words is a card representing one person. One side of a card tells you where a person went, and the other side tells you how that person got there. The task is to indicate only those cards(s) you definitely need to turn over to see if there are any people who violate this rule:

- Paris
- Lausanne
- train
- car

From a logical point of view, the rule has been violated whenever someone goes to Paris without taking the train. The logically correct answer, then, is to turn over the Paris card (to see if this person took the train) and the car card (to see if this person went to Paris). The logical form of the problem is: if P then Q.

Some evolutionary psychologists have argued that, if humans had developed reasoning procedures specialized for detecting logical violations of conditional rules, then solutions would be intuitively obvious, but they
are not. However, subsequent tests using an identical logical structure but rephrasing the problem in terms of a social scenario showed a much higher rate of success among participants. What is striking is that people who ordinarily cannot detect violations of if–then rules can do so easily and accurately when that violation represents cheating in a social exchange situation (for example, “If you receive benefit A, then you must do task B”).

Researchers have tried many variations of this experiment. In general, they support the notion that we have specialized cognitive processes (called modules by some evolutionary psychologists) that our ancestors evolved for detecting cheaters in a social group. But the original, more abstract version of the task does not activate those specific cognitive processes, even though it is the logical equivalent of the social problems. Our intuitive sense of economics, it would seem, concerns itself primarily with judging fairness of exchange, not absolute equivalency.

**MEMORY CONSTRAINTS**

Research suggests that when many individuals are involved, humans cannot accurately remember past interactions, inhibiting our ability to gauge future behaviour. In one experiment, pairs of participants played a computer simulation of the Prisoner’s Dilemma involving multiple players. Participants had to use their memory of past interactions to try and guess the future behaviour of players. The experimenters varied the number of iterations allowed and the overall group size. The results revealed that cooperation can evolve as a stable strategy even in large groups, but only when members have “sufficient interactions” to develop cooperative relationships and they accurately remember these past interactions.

This sounds straightforward enough. But the researchers argued that when cooperation breaks down in larger groups—as it often appears to do—it must be because of an innate “mental-capacity constraint” on accurately remembering past encounters with other group members (indeed, there is other evidence for this constraint discussed in the next section). They explained that “cooperation can be sustained in a large group … if players are able to base decisions about future play on the results of … past play.”
Constrained working memory results in individuals misremembering past events and responding incorrectly to problems. Misremembering past interactions, perhaps leading to a player not cooperating when they should have cooperated, inhibits the ability of players to make correct predictions about future behaviours. These memory mistakes make cooperation in larger groups much more difficult to establish and sustain.

**Scaling up from individuals to groups**

Cooperation can very quickly break down in simple iterated two-person games where players generally adhere to the rule “do what the other player did the previous round” (that is, cooperate or do not cooperate) if one player breaks the pattern. Yet, in the same manner, cooperation can be re-established quickly. However:

> when the game expands to include more than two people, [such] strategies ... find themselves in difficulty ... . Groups are much more prone to defectors and [cheaters]; it is difficult to come up with strategies that strike the right balance between punishing these defectors and maintaining a good level of cooperation.30

So what about the consequences of this kind of strategy when the constituent “players” are not individuals, but delegations of individuals representing states? History shows us that individual tendencies of this type of reciprocity are easily scalable to group behaviour. This has resulted in many positive human activities, such as trade. The many blood feuds that have arisen in history are examples of the negative activities that can result.

Indeed, reciprocity in which cooperation is rewarded and non-cooperation or cheating is punished, even at cost to the punisher (often called “strong” reciprocity), is a common feature of social environments in which no central authority exists to impose order. Throughout human history, individual safety has been found in groups, and these groups have cooperated with other groups, or have retaliated in kind. This applies no less to the world stage. In looking at the strategies and institutions of the international community, Robert Axelrod and Robert Keohane observed that:

> Achieving cooperation is difficult in world politics. There is no common government to enforce rules, and by the standards of domestic society, international institutions are weak. Cheating and deception
are endemic. [Yet] World politics is not a homogenous state of war: cooperation varies among issues and over time.31

Note that we are not arguing that multilateral negotiators and the governments they represent are driven by intuitive cognitive strategies such as strong reciprocity. Clearly, at the conscious level, they are (usually) not. And, most of the time, when negotiating processes are functioning in line with the expectations of their participants, considerable cooperation and trust may be established. However, if a party is believed to be breaking a pattern of cooperation, and thus the trust extended to them, the impulse to punish that party may be quite strong.

This might help to make sense of the breakdown of the BTWC negotiations on a compliance protocol in 2001. Briefly, by way of background, after several years of work in the Ad Hoc Group of the convention’s states parties, the US delegation declared in July 2001 that it rejected the draft protocol and the continuation of the negotiation process. Even though negotiations could have continued without the participation of the United States, many negotiators and their national authorities appeared to be outraged at its detection at what was considered a key juncture. The Ad Hoc Group process swiftly collapsed as mutual mistrust rapidly pervaded it.32 A commonly held justification of the dismayed and even angry reactions of some negotiators was that allowing the United States to reject a negotiation such as this and in such a manner, without reaction from the other negotiating parties, would undermine multilateralism by encouraging others to act similarly in the future.33 Of course, this does not rule out other explanations: a compliance protocol negotiated without the United States would be less likely to have brought on board those states most concerned about its capabilities and intentions, and this fact was not lost on any participant in the Ad Hoc Group at the time. A key defection by the United States allowed them to defeat it at less cost, in effect. Others were dismayed, but did not want to make a major disagreement worse, with potential negative consequences for other areas of multilateral cooperation. All of this makes sense, but such realpolitik does not account for the depth of emotion among many negotiators—at least some of it genuine—at the time, which mirrored the logic of strong reciprocity.

The problem with the logic of reciprocity in this case is that, however useful and natural it may be from an individual—or even an evolutionary—perspective, retaliatory behaviour makes little sense in terms of improving
collective security against biological weapons. (The BTWC regime has since recovered from the failed protocol negotiations, although it has not tried again to undertake work on a regime to ensure confidence in compliance with the treaty’s prohibitions.34)

The good news is that the temptation to engage in retaliatory behaviour can be overridden. Human beings have other cognitive adaptations that contribute to our individual judgment, including a theory of mind (we discuss this next). Every day of our lives, human beings make use of these adaptations to perform the internal calculus that manifests itself in acts of tolerance, forbearance, and forgiveness of real or perceived slights, which ultimately enables us to cooperate in social groups at all.

INTUITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

We are all amateur psychologists. We constantly interpret the actions of others. In view of what we have already discussed, the advantages of this for living and prospering in social groups are obvious. This theory of mind is key to any form of social exchange. Theory of mind is a term used by behavioural scientists to describe the ability to understand and approximate the mental states of others. Approximations of people’s mental states can be made, for example, by observing their behaviour and expressions. Social animals, especially humans, are able to pick up on these cues. Critically, this allows us to grasp the influence of mental states on the behaviour of others and the fact that they can have different desires or beliefs from our own.35

Intentionality is a concept referring to states of mind, and our awareness of them. Simple intentionality could be an understanding such as one knowing that “she is happy”. Intentionality can also be nested, or “ordered”, for example one knowing that “he believes that she is happy”. One way of illustrating the constraints on an individual’s theory of mind concerns orders of intentionality. Consider the following sentence:

I suspect that you wonder whether I realize how hard it is for you to be sure that you understand whether I mean to be saying that you can recognize that I can believe you to want me to explain that most of us can keep track of only about five or six orders of intentionality.
Without seeing this sentence on paper, it would be difficult to work out what is going on. The sentence contains a hierarchy of no less than eight mental states. If we trace the orders of intentionality in the statement, it looks like this:


The study of apes indicates that they too understand intentionality (to a lesser degree than most humans) and practice deception, which suggests they understand it to at least the second order.37 It further suggests that theory of mind has been around a long time—it is a cognitive faculty at least as old as our last common ancestor several million years ago. And there is reason to believe that humans “are capable of keeping track of, at most, six orders of intentionality, after that they probably have to see it written down”.38 The ability to handle more orders of intentionality means more potential for prediction of others’ motives and actions, and for consequent intrigue or other mischief.

GOSSIP AND GROUP SIZE

Robin Dunbar has examined the relationship in primates between social group size and the neocortex ratio, which is the volume of the neocortex (the outer layer of the mammalian brain) measured against the volume of the rest of the brain. He found that as the neocortex ratio increased in each species, so did the average group size.39 It is the neocortex that handles higher cognitive functions such as understanding language, processing emotions, making decisions and governing socially appropriate behaviour.40 A larger neocortex thus implies greater capacity for managing social relationships. From the ratios established for other primates, Dunbar calculated an average optimal group size for humans of about 150.41 An implication is that it is increasingly difficult for humans to remember the details of prior interactions within groups larger than this hypothetical benchmark, which tallies with the research we outlined in the previous section about cooperation breaking down in larger groups.42
We can be fairly sure that the constraints on social group size ... are not simply a consequence of memory capacity for faces. The limits on the number of faces that we can put names to appears to be much greater (around 2000 is the often quoted figure). Rather, the problem seems to lie with the number of relationships that we can juggle within our mental space.43

These observations are consistent with the claim that intelligence (and especially language) evolved in order to maintain large group size: the more individuals you associate with, the more demands are placed upon you to keep track of each individual and of the relationships between them. Combined with theory of mind, language offers an added bonus: one may also glean information about the state of mind and intentions of those beyond the conversation, by means of social gossip. Language and, in particular, social gossip fulfil a role in humans similar to that provided by grooming in other primates—as a means of forming bonds between members of a group.

What are the implications for multilateral negotiations? It seems that the purpose behind cognitive faculties for language is not simply to exchange information, for example “look out for the leopard”. A central purpose is also to enable social gossip, in order to develop and maintain social relationships.

Among multilateral negotiators there is a general awareness that much of the real work is done outside the formal negotiating chamber. Professional interaction may be conducted in two-person or small-group interactions behind closed doors, in the coffee bar or over a drink, for instance. In essence, this recognizes the difficulties of coordinating agreement among large groups of people, not least in developing a coherent theory of mind for all the individuals involved.

To put these difficulties in perspective, the CD commonly has about 120 participants; the participants’ list of the March 2005 meeting of the CCW Group of Governmental Experts, for instance, contained more that 360. The December 2004 Meeting of States Parties to the BTWC listed 445 participants. (It should be noted that many participants listed in multilateral meetings for official reasons do not actively participate or even attend. Even so, the numbers involved are large.) Even if only ambassadors were
counted, there would still be too many to get all of them together around a table over lunch in any of these processes.

Moreover, large numbers are not unusual when some 190 states participate in the work of the United Nations. And, of course, these numbers of participants do not include those negotiating factors that are essentially invisible—the many personnel in respective capital cities following a negotiation although not physically present at it, feeding instructions to their delegation and, in some cases, communicating bilaterally with other capitals.

Of course, it can be argued that only a fraction of the individuals associated with a negotiation are actually significant to its outcome in practice (although any one state can, in principle, block a consensus). Recall, though, that Dunbar’s group size refers to all of an individual’s social relationships, not only their professional contacts or, indeed, those related to a single multilateral negotiation. Average spare professional capacity, when this is all factored in, is actually much lower.

As human beings, we find trying to work in big group configurations unwieldy for a reason: they make social exchange more difficult because we find it harder to keep up in cognitive terms. Consequently, large group situations in multilateral negotiations have, in practice, necessitated formal mechanisms for managing social interaction—the diplomatic conference system, for example, which has evolved through tradition and precedent. On the face of it, there are clear benefits to instilling order. But an implication of Dunbar’s research is that not only are these types of formal environments inefficient in terms of the building of trust and exchanging information, they are bad for decision-making as a whole.

Indeed, there exists tacit acceptance among the disarmament community that the rote exchange of official statements in bodies such as the CD, the committee of the UN General Assembly that deals with disarmament issues—or, indeed, any contemporary disarmament body—has to be supplemented, or quietly supplanted, by unofficial or at least less formal forms of social exchange, such as coffee, lunches and receptions, in order to function. Perhaps most importantly, these types of informal social interaction enable more candid opportunities than the conference chamber for scrutiny of others’ gestures, facial expressions and group associations. It
all contributes to the ability of individuals to understand the intentions of others—supplying data to our theory of mind.

**Small Groups**

In light of this, it is perhaps no surprise that many successes in multilateral disarmament and arms control in recent years have been facilitated by work behind the scenes by small and often very discreet ad hoc configurations of individual negotiators. These groups do not replace formal work, but often play important roles in context setting, idea entrepreneurship and even substantial drafting of possible agreements later taken up by formal bodies.

Such efforts are not by any means limited to disarmament and arms control. Small groups seem to be more effective in getting work done across the board in multilateral negotiations, probably because they are more natural environments for social exchange. They allow individual negotiators’ intuitive psychological faculties to best make use of opportunities for cooperation. It is important to recognize, however, that such informal small groups do not operate, or indeed emerge, within a vacuum. Rather, they can usefully supplement multilateral processes.

Yet, small groups are not without problems. Psychologist Irving Janis looked at a number of case studies, including the 1986 Challenger Space Shuttle disaster and group decision-making that allowed it to happen, and coined the term groupthink. The advantages brought about by the cohesion that informal small groups enjoy can be offset by a reluctance to raise difficult questions or otherwise break that cohesion. And, small groups may sacrifice just the perspective diversity that is needed to productively tackle a problem, or fail to include “difficult” actors in a negotiation in order to reframe the situation.

The Core Group of states spurring the Oslo Process to negotiate a humanitarian treaty dealing with cluster munitions also revealed the tensions inherent in small group work. This informal group, comprised of Austria, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Peru and the Holy See, was instrumental in initiating the Convention on Cluster Munitions process from February 2007. But over the 15 months of the process other states became concerned about the influence of the Core Group and the level of transparency in the Oslo Process—rightly or wrongly. There were also
concerns that it was not representative, for instance in terms of cluster munition possessor or producer states. By the time the negotiations on the treaty were held in May 2008, the role of the Core Group had receded, and in the final negotiations themselves, Core Group members pursued quite different national negotiating objectives on key parts of the treaty, although still sharing the general goal of banning cluster munitions that “cause unacceptable harm to civilians”.

**Cognitive Ergonomics**

The size of a group can matter in multilateral work, and so does its degree of diversity. In one sense, these observations are probably no surprise to most multilateral practitioners. Nor will be a connected point: that informal social exchange is insufficient on its own to sustain a successful negotiation. The BTWC protocol negotiations, for example, failed; the CD remains in deadlock; both were or are characterized by extensive informal social exchange alongside formal meetings. In both of these negotiating contexts (and in many others) substantive or political differences have proved insoluble, despite both formal and informal efforts by negotiators.

One reason for this is, of course, because there simply may be no scope for a successful outcome. The substantive positions of those involved are too far apart—the gulf cannot be bridged because the costs of cooperating are simply too high, and no efforts to lower the costs of cooperating will make enough difference. This is often an explanation resorted to in situations of impasse or failure in multilateral negotiations.

A second reason why informal social exchange is not sufficient is that it must be supported by the procedural means to capitalize on the opportunities for building collective agreement provided by informal social exchange. Many multilateral negotiating forums have rigid and formal ways of doing things which are, in principle, designed to ensure fairness and safeguard the vital interests of participating states. Tradition and precedent accumulate, rigidifying them further. The problem is that such “due process” may be so rigid that it gets in the way of developing collective intentionality in human terms—terms that are inherently dynamic. And the consolidation of process may serve to institutionalize inequity or certain advantages to certain participants, which as we discussed before is not necessarily good for the emergence of trust and cooperation.
Negotiators are heavily dependent on social transactions to do what they do, and their level of performance matters in making the negotiations work. Thus, multilateral environments that promote and facilitate contact in a manner that is in keeping with our natural cognitive abilities are likely to be more productive. For want of a better term, we have described such situations as having good cognitive ergonomics.48

COGNITIVE BIASES

A third area in which human beings appear to have an evolutionary inheritance is shown by the existence of various cognitive biases. The mind works naturally in various ways, in what could be thought of as “standard operating procedures”. These procedures are mechanisms by which our minds make sense—rapidly—of the huge amount of information coming to us constantly from our environment. Such rapid assessments, and thus reactions, were a survival advantage. Danger would not wait for a sober evaluation of facts. However, these biases have a downside: in predisposing our cognition to certain quick pathways, they can distort our perception of and reaction to reality. These biases also assume certain inputs, which may or may not be coming from our environment. If we recall the Wason selection task discussed earlier, it shows—according to evolutionary psychologists—that each mental module has its own rules for processing information and its own knowledge base, and it does not have access to the rules or the knowledge base of other modules. Thus detecting violations of if–then logical problems is much easier if it activates our cheater-detection module. The manner in which information is presented to us affects our degree of comprehension and, consequently, our ability to make the best choices.

MISJUDGING PROBABILITY

Pointing to our tendency to perceive—indeed, to impose—narrative and causality on the world, Nassim Nicholas Taleb argues that our minds are poorly equipped for dealing with non-linearity and randomness:

It is a fact that our brain tends to go for superficial clues when it comes to risk and probability, these clues being largely determined by what emotions they elicit or the ease with which they come to mind. In addition to such problems with the perception of risk, it is also a scientific
fact, and a shocking one, that both risk detection and risk avoidance are not mediated in the “thinking” part of the brain but largely in the emotional one (the “risk as feelings” theory). The consequences are not trivial: It means that rational thinking has little, very little, to do with risk avoidance. Much of what rational thinking seems to do is rationalize one’s actions by fitting some logic to them.

Taleb argued that “black swans” underlie almost everything about our world—highly improbable, unpredictable events that carry a massive impact, but which we do not acknowledge until after they have occurred. Even then, we often concoct explanations to make them seem less random, and more predictable. Taleb cited examples such as the attacks of 11 September 2001 and the success of Google. We are biased cognitively to think unlikely events are essentially impossible events, and we are stunned when they happen.

A related problem is that once we have formed an interpretation of a situation, we can find it difficult to revise it or let it go, even when it is proven incorrect. In the preceding chapter, we mentioned how Philip Tetlock and his colleagues carried out an in-depth study that found an expert problem: acknowledged experts in fields relevant to many forms of policymaking could not predict outcomes very accurately or consistently. Various mechanisms of generating ex post explanations were found: experts were biased toward claiming credit when things went well, but when things did not it was because they were unlucky, they claimed, or not that far from the mark.

**CONFIRMATION BIAS**

A common theme running throughout Tetlock’s large sample of experts’ forecasts was the tendency to interpret events to support their desires or beliefs. Evidence shows that we all share this tendency, called a confirmation bias, to seek out and process information that confirms our pre-existing thoughts. This bias comes up in the courtroom, in political debates and in the conference room. One research study interviewed a policymaker who “spoke of writing a policy brief and then searching for supporting statements or evidence from the academic world to be inserted into the document because it was felt that this would add credence to the choices advocated in the document.” Such behaviour is not unusual.
For example, if one believes that cluster munitions are a real humanitarian threat, then they will collect information showing the grave impact of these weapons. If, on the other hand, one prefers to sideline the cluster munitions issue, then they might search for information that shows that cluster munitions do not kill that many people when compared to other threats and thus should not be top of the list of things to worry about.

If you are trying to make a case for something then you will tend to present the facts from your point of view. The problem is that evidence has ways of surprising us, and more so if we have not collected and evaluated it objectively. Until 2006, Norwegian defence scientists were sure that Norway’s artillery-launched cluster munitions met a standard of 99% reliability—that is, only 1 out of 100 explosive submunitions would fail to function as intended, and even then any risk would be neutralized through a built-in self-destruct mechanism. Norway, like others, believed manufacturers’ claims. When Norwegian defence officials and scientists carried out objective tests of their own, however, the evidence of greater hazard changed their minds, to the point where Norway took the weapon out of service and began critically evaluating the actual military utility of cluster munitions in view of this new information. Moreover, the evidence Norway presented eventually had an impact on other governments, which had also depended on similar claims from cluster munition manufacturers.

**False Polarization, Naïve Realism and the Fixed-Pie Bias**

Our evolutionary inheritance not only affects our intuitive understandings of the world, but our basic perceptions as well. And, our perceptions play an important role in our interactions with others. For example, some talk about a sense of “common purpose” as important to negotiating, which could be defined as a willingness to work together or an atmosphere that encourages collaboration and cooperation. But perceptions and wrong assumptions can negatively influence this common purpose, stifling possibilities for cooperation and putting negotiators in the wrong frame of mind.

One misperception that is particularly relevant to negotiators is known as “false polarization”. This means that we perceive the stance of an opponent on a particular issue to be extremely different from our own. In reality, these opinions may be much more similar than we think.
For example, Argentina began work on several nuclear reactors from the 1970s. Western governments took this as a sure sign that Argentina’s goal was to create nuclear weapons. Canada demanded that Argentina join the NPT and submit to IAEA safeguards. US President Carter’s administration demanded that Argentina sign the Treaty of Tlatelolco. Argentina resisted these demands, confirming in the minds of some that it did have nuclear ambitions (perhaps they suffered from confirmation bias?). In reality:

Argentina had no such ambitions … . In fact, the discriminatory nature of the international regime actually proved to be a prod for Argentina’s drive for nuclear autonomy. And when Argentine–Brazil nuclear tensions surfaced, rather than falling back on the existing non-proliferation structures the two chose to build a new regional institution both to settle their differences and to make common cause against the international regime.55

Focusing on inferred ideological differences can lead parties in a negotiation to assume that their interests are incompatible and increase pessimistic feelings about the prospects of reaching a mutually beneficial agreement. This is important for negotiators to consider because not only does it reduce interest in finding common ground, it can even lead some parties to be unwilling to work for a compromise.56

How can we fall into this trap? One explanation for the false polarization effect is called “naïve realism”. A naïve realist believes that they see the world clearly and accurately while those with differing opinions suffer from an ideological bias or a lack of information.57 The hedgehogs characterized by Tetlock are especially susceptible to this kind of perception. In other words, naïve realism serves to underplay respect for valid differences in perspective and hampers efforts to clearly communicate between groups. It has also led to the misattribution of the words or actions of other parties, to the blaming of others for problems associated with a negotiation and even to doubting the sincerity of other parties—none of which promote successful collaboration.58

The “fixed-pie” bias, another stumbling block for policymakers, is the belief that the interests of negotiators are diametrically opposed and that gains for some must be at the expense of others. This can lead both sides to assume that a mutually beneficial agreement is impossible and that negotiating positions are fixed. But, as we showed in the third DHA volume,
the expectations and interests of states in reality are usually not fixed. Negotiating situations in which a strong fixed-pie perception is widely held are more likely than others to produce agreements that neglect certain priorities and fail to integrate differing concerns into a fair agreement, if agreement can emerge at all.

Negotiators often work under conditions where they have less information than they would like. The trouble is, humans sometimes make inferences to fill in the blanks when lacking information—including inferences about the preferences or intentions of other negotiators based on perceptions that are subject to subtle forms of bias. These inferences can be incorrect and even misleading. Incomplete information coupled with the human tendency to fill in the blanks is a major reason the fixed-pie bias persists.

OUR OWN WORST ENEMIES?

Cordelia Fine, in her book entitled *A Mind of Its Own*, summed up the plethora of inconvenient insights that modern research reveals about how cognitive constraints impact how we see the world. The human brain is:

> An adroit manipulator of information, it leaves us staring at a mere façade of reality. Vanity shields us from unpalatable truths about ourselves. Irrationality clouds our judgment, leaving us vulnerable to errors and delusions—a situation only worsened by our pigheadedness. The emotions add a gloss of their own, colouring and confusing our opinions, while unobtrusively masterminding our behaviour and sense of being.

And so on. In one sense it is terribly depressing. More importantly, where does it leave us?

An important consequence of these insights is that we should be rather more vigilant about the potential for these types of constraint to influence us, particularly in cognitively demanding situations such as negotiations. Fine, among others, argues that awareness of them should lessen their potential effects. The judgements (often incorrect) that we reach intuitively and effortlessly, Daniel Kahneman assures us, “can be modified or overridden in a more deliberate mode of operation”. It certainly sounds promising with respect to correcting for problems in grasping non-intuitive aspects of
reality such as probability and, more broadly, to avoiding some biases under favourable circumstances.

A problem with such a vigilant approach to cognitive constraints, however, is that in demanding situations, such as multilateral negotiations, negotiators’ conscious minds are on other things. Some research indicates that making people “accountable for their judgments goes a long way towards focusing their vision of other people with greater clarity”.62 While this seems feasible in a controlled, experimental setting, it is less clear how this could be consistently possible in a complex real-life environment. Multilateral practitioners may form many judgments each day, and make important decisions under pressure: often, human beings can be fooled into substituting more reasoned, critical thought for rapid (albeit flawed) intuitive thought—sometimes that is what circumstances demand. This underlines just how important the cognitive ergonomics of negotiating environments are. Information needs to be communicated in ways that leverage human cognitive traits, rather than confounding them.

Multilateral negotiators are, on the whole, clever and educated people—while sometimes priding themselves as generalists, they in fact have highly specialized skills. But the smartness or expertise of negotiators is not at issue: it is rather the breadth of heuristics to which they have access.
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CHAPTER 3

THE VALUE OF DIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2 we looked at various cognitive constraints that can impede the performance of multilateral practitioners because of the effects of these constraints on how they perceive the world, including their encounters with each other. We also made the point that the complexity of the issues multilateral practitioners deal with, and the scale of their interactions, can be at odds with their intuitive predictive models of how and why things happen. The complexity of social situations can be cognitively overwhelming, and so practitioners often fall back on intuitive responses and precedent—we do what has been done before, in the hope that it will work in new situations.

In some instances, simple guidelines such as “do what was done before” can be of use in problem solving. However, using minimal information to solve problems or to make predictions does not solve all problems. Along with this, over-reliance on intuitive responses can create, exacerbate and perpetuate conflict, or impede the framing of collective responses in useful ways. So too can the institutional mechanisms multilateral practitioners create to help them manage their interactions, such as diplomatic precedent, procedural rules and orthodox negotiating practices. All of these can become obstacles to collective prediction and problem-solving activities if decoupled from what it is they are intended to help achieve. They must be tools, not artefacts—means and not ends. But this can be very difficult in multilateral environments in which there is not always a widely shared sense of what is to be achieved, and it is hoped that interaction and trust building, and perhaps contingency, will generate the emergence of collective intentionality. In this way, process takes on a value in itself that can be difficult to define, but which nevertheless can make participants backward looking and resistant to novel approaches.
Perhaps we should acknowledge that the predictive models used by individual human beings are highly fallible, and that institutions can actually act as obstacles to group prediction and problem solving. But are there models of effective group prediction and problem solving that can be used as templates for the design of institutions? After all, there is certainly no shortage of case studies of both successful and unsuccessful multilateral policy processes to draw from, and we have used several as illustrations. But suspicion is justified about universal prescriptions for ensuring effective multilateral disarmament negotiations. No context is identical, and we have no way of knowing what effect minor differences (how minor they are, of course, being in the eye of the beholder) will have in the long run, even in very similar multilateral disarmament processes.

To improve the efficacy of multilateral processes, what we really need to identify are resilient conditions in which effective group prediction and problem solving are more likely to emerge. In this chapter, we will explore cognitive diversity and why it is of value, especially what it could mean in the context of multilateral arms control. Later in this chapter, we will make some recommendations that could help multilateral disarmament practitioners be more effective. We will conclude by showing how all of this joins up with efforts since the 1990s to introduce humanitarian and other perspectives into traditional arms control work.

In Chapter 1 we described different components of our “cognitive toolboxes”—perspectives, heuristics, interpretations and predictive models. Using this conceptual framework, it has been argued that cognitive diversity produces benefits in collective prediction and problem solving. Scott Page, for example, has cited a wide range of empirical evidence to indicate that cognitively diverse societies, cities and teams perform better than homogenous ones. But to understand what this means for multilateral disarmament practitioners, we first need to know what cognitive diversity is, what leads to it, and why it improves prediction and problem solving. As part of that, we need to look further at why the difference between perspective diversity and identity diversity (see Box 1.2 of Chapter 1) is important, and how it qualifies the generic argument that greater perspective diversity can add value to prediction and problem-solving tasks.
Box 3.1 What is cognitive diversity?

Cognitive diversity is the presence of diverse perspectives, heuristics, interpretations and predictive models brought to bear on prediction or problem-solving tasks. In crude terms, its net benefits are the gross benefits of having access to these tools, minus the costs of diversity; for instance, inefficiencies created by interaction structures or the difficulties of communicating and getting along.

WHAT LEADS TO COGNITIVE DIVERSITY?

Training and experiences are two sources of diversity. People trained differently acquire different cognitive tools. In fact, much of schooling consists of accumulating perspectives (think of the earlier example of polar versus Cartesian coordinate systems). Training also influences our interpretations—that is, the “boxes” we use to categorize what we see and learn. In turn, that contributes to the set of predictive models each of us carries around in our heads.

We tend to learn cognitive tools that help us make sense of our experiences. There is not much need for someone living on a South Pacific Island to acquire the cognitive tools for ice fishing, but it makes more sense for someone living in an Inuit community in the Arctic Circle. It follows that, if coming from differing sets of experiences, we have likely acquired and developed different toolsets in order to succeed at prediction and problem-solving tasks appropriate for our respective environments.

According to Page, there are two types of preferences:

- fundamental preferences about outcomes; and
- instrumental preferences about how we achieve those outcomes.

Experiences can also affect both types of preference diversity, that is, preferences about outcomes we want, and how we get what we want. By influencing the creation of our predictive models, experiences affect our instrumental preferences. Experience can also, over time, change our fundamental preferences. For example, a child may hate to eat mushrooms. But, when that child has grown into an adult, they may accidentally eat
some and discover that they do like mushrooms—or at least no longer detest them.

Another important point is that diverse fundamental preferences “need not imply diverse instrumental preferences and vice versa … . People who have different fundamental preferences might be said to have different values. People who have different instrumental preferences but the same fundamental preferences have the same values but different beliefs about how the world works”.

These are useful concepts in thinking about multilateral disarmament processes. If the preferences of the actors concerned are fundamentally diverse, it is easy to see how the development of collective agreements can be thwarted. Often though, diverse instrumental preferences can (in contrast) be useful by positing different options for achieving a shared fundamental preference, if it exists.

Issues can arise if the structure of a multilateral process makes it too easy for work to be prevented—even when a shared fundamental preference exists. For instance, there is the CD, in which the consensus rule operates. Even if a shared fundamental preference to commence negotiations on a major agenda item issue seems likely to emerge, a practice has arisen among certain CD members of insisting that such a consensus should be contingent on consensus on other issues on which there is not a shared fundamental preference—this is termed “linkage”.

A pertinent question for multilateral practitioners to ask is whether difficulties in a negotiating or pre-negotiation situation are because of differences in the fundamental or instrumental preferences of those involved. Depending on the goal, they might be better going outside the existing structure to achieve the goal with those with whom they share similar fundamental preferences, although there can be costs to doing so. This is what happened in the case of the Ottawa Process on anti-personnel mines in the mid-1990s, and in the Oslo Process on cluster munitions, which emerged in 2007. But it has not happened in the CD, perhaps because the nature of the goal that is the preference of most members (negotiations on a treaty on fissile materials), which depends directly on the involvement and adherence of those few states with perhaps the most diverse fundamental preferences.
However, sometimes when multilateral diplomats talk about the importance of compromise in negotiating agreements, what they are actually describing is the tension between instrumental and fundamental preferences. Therefore, another useful question to always ask is whether insistence on certain means (an instrumental preference) is getting in the way of progress toward an end (a fundamental preference).

Intuitively it makes sense that identities are an indirect source of diversity. After all, different cultures lead to different identities, and everyday routines and rituals create differences in how we structure information. But we need to be careful to distinguish diversity of perspective from diversity of identity, especially as identity is a slippery concept. “Cultural differences exist, to be sure, but they may be swamped by the variation that exists within cultures. Our identities also include our races, genders, physical abilities, sexual orientations, religions and even our training”.

Some characteristics of our identities may be socially constructed, some biologically, although most are constructed by a combination of such factors. Attributes such as race and gender can shape our experiences; they can limit or guide our choices. But whenever identity comes up we have to keep in mind that people may differ in the tools they choose to acquire (or are permitted to acquire) because of their circumstances, but that does not imply a difference in the perspectives, heuristics, interpretations and predictive models they could acquire. It stands to reason that the effects of identity on experiences can be significant, but they are often hard to measure. The relevant issue for us is whether these identity differences translate into meaningful cognitive differences among multilateral practitioners. And that depends on context, which we will discuss later.

**WHY IS COGNITIVE DIVERSITY IMPORTANT?**

Why should we be worried about perspective diversity in the first place? Well, recall that different perspectives engender different heuristics, interpretations and many predictive models. Another crucial point about prediction and problem solving is that we cannot know beforehand which cognitive tools will prove to be suited to a given task. “An event may create opportunity only for those minds representing the event in particular ways. Insights are often the recognition of a previously ignored dimension or causal relationship. They are new interpretations and new predictive models”.

How do you create the best conditions to encourage such insights? By encouraging an environment in which there is a diverse range of perspectives, heuristics, interpretations and predictive models, and putting them in contact with one another and the challenge at hand. As we have discussed, there are many problems in international security for which there may be no predetermined “correct” way to proceed, especially in light of political uncertainties. The substance of challenges themselves—sometimes lumped arbitrarily into the disarmament or arms control domain, for example the illicit trade in small arms and light weapons—may have little in common with preceding issues, and so past experience in multilateral disarmament problem solving may be of little use. Louis Pasteur wrote, “ Chance favours the prepared mind”, but—in fact—prepared minds is better. “Almost by definition, breakthroughs require serendipity. That serendipity arises from diverse preparedness”. However, that preparedness has to be accompanied by an appreciation for, or at least open-mindedness about, the potential value of other perspectives.

As an example, let us examine the involvement of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in the work of the BTWC. In 2001, the BTWC’s stewardship process ran into difficulty after negotiations on a protocol to improve confidence in compliance with its prohibitions collapsed, and an ensuing review meeting in late 2001 was suspended. This alarmed the ICRC, a major international humanitarian organization. Although traditionally a marginal actor in the BTWC’s work, the ICRC’s humanitarian concerns about the threat of biological weapons prompted it to come to grips with the complex nature of threats from poisoning and the deliberate spreading of disease in quite a different way from the approaches used in the BTWC arms control context.

In September 2002, the ICRC launched a public appeal to:

- all political and military authorities to strengthen their commitment to the international humanitarian law norms which prohibit the hostile uses of biological agents and to work together to subject potentially dangerous biotechnology to effective controls.
- the scientific and medical communities, industry and civil society in general to ensure that potentially dangerous biological knowledge and agents be subject to effective controls.
A corresponding ICRC initiative for a ministerial declaration to engage governments was treated with suspicion by some BTWC member states, despite the serious humanitarian implications of a biological weapons attack (in which the ICRC might be called on to help victims) and the acceptance of the ICRC’s constructive role in other weapons-related multilateral processes, such as the CCW. Eventually, these states successfully resisted a ministerial declaration. Even so, the ICRC’s raising of attention to these problems and engagement with many states did have a positive impact by helping to restore some momentum to the BTWC process.

Both more important and more successful was the second track of the ICRC’s appeal—to engage with actual practitioners in science and medicine, rather than governmental elites—about the risks, rules and their responsibilities in preventing misuse of science for hostile purposes. This is where the ICRC put the bulk of its efforts, with the active support of many national Red Cross and Red Crescent societies.

Key to this success was the ICRC’s concept of a “web of prevention”, drawing on the diverse expertise of its creators, who had a variety of backgrounds—medical, scientific, public health, legal, as well as diplomatic. The web of prevention concept developed by the ICRC was intended to help relate legal and ethical norms such as the BTWC to individuals and institutions in the life sciences by properly informing them of the risks, rules and responsibilities associated with preventing hostile use of their advances. This knowledge should help to motivate them to objectively assess and reduce risk in this sphere, and to take action accordingly. Such engagement was broken down into three main phases for actors in the life sciences:

- to acknowledge that minimizing risks from the hostile use of advances in the life sciences is of concern to them and part of their responsibility;
- to identify and implement the necessary actions within their own sphere of influence that will contribute to risk reduction and that complement actions being taken in other spheres; and
- ensure their actions are known among and complement the actions of others.

By drawing, in particular, on policy models developed in the public health sphere, the ICRC web of prevention resonated clearly with life science practitioners, for instance in academia, industry and defence, and has
been taken up by national scientific academies and medical and nursing associations around the world.

Eventually the concern in the Biotechnology, Weapons and Humanity (BWH) appeal of the ICRC and the approach it had taken with the web of prevention were taken up in the BTWC’s expert work and, in recent years, the BTWC has broadened its participation in order to encourage participation from experts from public health, law enforcement and humanitarian fields. The usefulness of these diverse perspectives has, to some extent, become more recognized in the BTWC membership process.

DIVERSITY TRUMPS ABILITY... SOMETIMES

Page and his colleagues developed agent-based models, which allowed them to simulate group performance, in order to identify the conditions under which diverse individuals—of even randomly selected agents—perform better as a group than a group of the individually best-performing agents in a population. These conditions are:

- when the problem is difficult;
- when all of the potential problem solvers have some ability to solve the problem;
- when the “diversity condition” is satisfied (that is, some problem solver exists in the population who can identify an improvement, however small. Their improvement may create new opportunities for improvement by others with different perspectives, and so on); and
- when good-sized collections of problem solvers are drawn from lots of problem solvers (that is, the initial population of problem solvers needs to be large, and the collections of problem solvers working together must contain more than a handful).

It is important to note that the argument for diversity is not an argument against the value of expertise or ability. Rather, it argues for the value of including different kinds of perspective, and for a more open-minded view of what an expert is, in order to leverage a group’s various abilities.
More research needs to be done in order to identify why and when diversity is beneficial. Diversity can have its drawbacks. As we shall discuss, problems linked to diversity include the potential for tensions and difficulties in communicating within the group. The “costs” of communicating are not taken into account in the modelling mentioned above that formed the basis for identifying these conditions. Another assumption of that model is that agents’ perspectives and heuristics are fixe over time. Yet we know that people can adapt to their environment and learn through experience. So there is further work to be done. But we know enough to take advantage of the benefits of cognitive diversity.

IDENTITY DIVERSITY VERSUS “FUNCTIONAL” DIVERSITY

If you were, say, a diplomat participating in the CD, you might be tempted to think, “Sure, I buy the idea that cognitive diversity is good. But surely the CD is diverse. After all, we’re from 65 different countries, all with different national identities. Isn’t that diverse enough?”

The answer is: not necessarily. Experience in other group prediction and problem-solving contexts indicates that the evidence for the performance of more identity diverse groups over less identity diverse groups is not unequivocal. Page highlighted three reasons for this, and all are relevant to the multilateral disarmament context.

The first reason is, as we already mentioned, the link between identity diversity and cognitive diversity may not be that strong in a given context. In any case, when compared to other multilateral disarmament processes such as the NPT, the BTWC or the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention, the CD is not as identity diverse: its membership is much smaller. The BTWC and Mine Ban Convention each have at least 150 member states, and the NPT has almost every state as a member—the CD has just 65 member states.

The CD’s smaller membership is not such a big deal in itself—a larger group does not guarantee greater diversity of perspective, although it is more likely to occur. Looking at the CD’s composition and its methods of work, however, the other multilateral disarmament processes mentioned above all allow representatives of NGOs and international organizations to participate in their work to various degrees, although they do not vote. The Mine Ban Convention is perhaps the most open, and the International
Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL), an NGO consortium, is generally recognized as having a special role in working with states to keep their commitments. Landmine survivors are invited to come and to talk about their experiences on a regular basis to help keep multilateral practitioners connected to the world outside. Sometimes these actors have strikingly different perspectives. Not so in the CD: one NGO statement is allowed per year (from the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom), but a diplomat or CD official reads it out. The text of that statement is often critical, but one statement a year is easy enough to ignore. NGOs may attend certain meetings, but they have to sit in the public gallery separate from the state representatives, and are never permitted to speak. Overwhelmingly male, and overwhelmingly middle-aged or older, those participating in the work of the CD are almost entirely career diplomats representing national missions in Geneva, with an occasional speech from a visiting national leader or policymaker.

For a decade now, the CD has been unable to move forward on a treaty on halting production of fissile materials because two states, China and the United States, hold contradictory positions on a separate topic—whether or not to develop a treaty to prevent an arms race in outer space. This situation in the CD highlights the second reason why identity diverse groups may not be any more effective at problem-solving or predictive tasks: many identity diverse groups have considerable divergences of fundamental preference (although, of course, these states might argue that it is a question of instrumental preference, especially considering that such a treaty is a means to a certain end, that is, improvements in their respective levels of security, not an end in itself).

The consequences of divergences of fundamental preference are a particular problem in multilateral disarmament and arms control, where the consensus rule or practice usually holds sway. By exploiting procedural tactics, an obstructive few are able to—and often do—prevent the emergence of cooperation through formal channels that could yield security benefits to all. The general problem is that if there is evident need to negotiate a robust new legal norm (say, a treaty to ban cluster munitions on humanitarian grounds), in many cases it is the consequence of the self-interested behaviour of certain parties, in this case users of cluster munitions. Logically, these users, who perceive benefit from that behaviour, should then object to such a norm and prevent the consensus to act from emerging—and often do. It is relevant in this respect that the practice of making decisions by
consensus is not the norm in multilateral domains beyond disarmament and arms control, like in international humanitarian law. In early 2007, a group of states faced with precisely this situation in the CCW launched the so-called Oslo Process to negotiate a humanitarian law treaty to ban cluster munitions “that cause unacceptable harm to civilians”.12

The third issue is that people whose identities differ often have trouble communicating and getting along. A criticism levelled at this point might be that multilateral practitioners—diplomatic negotiators, in particular—are professionally trained to try to get along, and their shared community of practice we discussed earlier should surely help to alleviate miscommunication. Moreover, there are practical mechanisms, such as the simultaneous interpretation of some formal meetings in the official United Nations languages, which also mitigate problems arising from linguistic and even cultural differences. Nevertheless, diverse identities can get in the way of appreciating the value of diverse perspectives. In Chapter 2 we introduced false polarization, naïve realism, and the fixed-pie bias, for instance. Because of someone’s identity we may assume that their interests are incompatible with our own and that can increase pessimistic feelings about the prospects for reaching a mutually beneficial agreement. Such misperceptions about identity can become self-reinforcing (especially if we fall prey to the confirmation bias) and then become a self-fulfilling prophecy. In sum: efforts to minimize cultural difficulties in identity-diverse environments do not necessarily deal with the cognitive difficulties.

Well-managed identity diversity can produce benefits. But only if it produces or correlates with the presence of diverse perspectives, heuristics, interpretations and predictive models that actually make up what we think of as cognitive diversity, and downsides such as those here discussed are outweighed.

COMMON GOALS AND COGNITIVE TACTICS

It may seem obvious, but an important point is that, probably like all groups, diverse groups—including identity-diverse groups—should perform better when they have a common goal. This is not surprising in view of what we discussed about fundamental preferences. Nevertheless, common goals are sometimes lacking in multilateral disarmament and arms control processes, as we see in the CD. Indeed, lack of common goals may be viewed very
pragmatically: disarmament diplomats talk about “constructive ambiguity” in situations in which further progress in a given process looks to be stuck unless a formulation can be found that is elastic enough to stretch around diverse fundamental preferences. There is often the hope that, in time, the actors with the preferences in question will be persuaded to move them closer together.

But this is a risky tactic, and can come back to haunt a negotiation’s prospects for eventual success. The progress from the second-half of the 1990s until 2001 of the Ad Hoc Group to develop a draft protocol to the BTWC masked some markedly divergent fundamental preferences about what the protocol would be for. Should it be a verification protocol like the comprehensive 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention? Or should it be a partly voluntary mechanism, with few routine visits to relevant facilities, but stringent rules for investigations in cases of alleged biological weapons use? Or maybe should it be something less than that? For a long period, differences of fundamental preference were treated as differences of instrumental preference. But in July 2001 the elastic around these diverging preferences snapped when the United States rejected the process.

In contrast, the so-called Ottawa Process leading to the 1997 Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention had a comparatively simple goal—to prohibit anti-personnel mines. In part, this international goal emerged because of disappointment with the CCW’s attempts to revise its rules on mines and booby-traps in the mid-1990s, which fell short of a ban on anti-personnel mines. Experience from the CCW and early establishment of the goal in the Ottawa Process made it possible to identify actors in the process who did not share the fundamental preference of the majority of actors involved. Some of these actors (such as France, Germany and the United Kingdom) adapted their preferences to eventually support an anti-personnel mine ban by the end of the negotiating process in Oslo in September 1997. Others, such as the United States, did not. Procedural rules—of a kind not common to disarmament issues—prevented states in disagreement from holding up final completion of a treaty. Thus, the consensus rule could not be exploited by those who did not wish a complete ban. A lesson here is that clear goals still have to be married to conditions that allow some perspective or hybrid of perspectives to dominate.

The BTWC draft protocol process and the Mine Ban Convention negotiations provide illustrations of a problem we have encountered in a
range of multilateral negotiations—that of preference diversity. Differing preferences can, as we have already noted, seem insurmountable in a multilateral negotiation. Preferences can be presented as mutually exclusive, like the US and Chinese positions over the treaty on the prevention of an arms race in outer space. But, without underestimating these challenges, preferences are malleable over time, just like our individual perceptions and behaviour.

Crucially, different preferences often result in diverse perspectives. As we learned earlier, diverse perspectives are key to cognitive diversity. Because different fundamental preferences produce different assessments of the value of potential solutions, they can often lead to different ways of searching for those solutions. This does not sound terribly promising until we consider the following: by encouraging those diverse ways of searching for solutions, it is possible over time to modify initial fundamental preferences of actors as they develop a better sense of what an optimum solution could or should be. Group prediction and problem solving should be dynamic, iterative processes and (perhaps ironically) fundamental preference diversity can help this because, although producing more conflict in the process, it can increase the chance of finding better solutions.

In the third DHA volume, Rebecca Johnson identified what she described as “cognitive tactics”. Johnson wrote in terms of norm shaping and reframing to the end of changing perceptions and practice in multilateral arms control negotiations—these ideas are consistent with the idea of processes in a cognitively diverse group affecting fundamental preferences:

The New Agenda Coalition, for example, used these tactics in its successful strategy from 1998 to 2000, which resulted in agreement on an explicit 13-paragraph programme of action for nuclear disarmament at the 2000 NPT Review Conference. Although cognitive tactics are also utilized for the purposes of bridge building or mediation, the New Agenda example was more than this. Representing their own stated interests in obtaining stronger commitments on disarmament, the New Agenda drew from the 1996 Canberra Commission and [International Court of Justice] advisory opinion, shaped their findings and repackaged them as part of a strategy to change the perceptions and positions of others and bring about a much stronger and more specific outcome than most had considered possible.
Less widely known—but no less real—were the effects of the dynamic reshaping of fundamental preferences within the New Agenda Coalition itself. Although comprising of diplomats, there were diverse perspectives within the seven members of the New Agenda Coalition and the group was relatively open to the views of non-state experts. Over the course of the development of the New Agenda Coalition’s approach concerning the 2000 NPT review meeting, its partners’ own national (and individual) perspectives on nuclear disarmament-related issues were jointly and thoroughly cross-examined and sometimes subsequently modified.16

Also in our third volume, David Atwood underlined examples of other kinds of contributions non-governmental perspectives add to multilateral disarmament processes. He described a powerful role for NGOs—that of “third-party’ engagement in facilitating conflict transformation and settlement”, drawing from examples such as the negotiations of the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention, the Mine Ban Convention and work on small arms and light weapons.17 In this capacity, NGOs are able to:

- facilitate key-actor dialogue in support of multilateral negotiations;
- work in parallel with governments in promoting multilateral attention to key issues; and
- act as non-formal complements to official multilateral deliberative spaces.18

All of these roles can contribute to the kind of norm shaping and reframing that Johnson described in multilateral disarmament processes, and all serve to create more perspective-diverse prediction and problem-solving environments.

Nor are government representatives the only multilateral practitioners to benefit from cognitively diverse environments. Atwood pointed out areas in which the contribution of NGOs to disarmament and arms control issues could be enhanced—in effect by greater perspective diversity among themselves. Atwood noted that there is often little cross-fertilization between NGOs working in different areas—even among those dealing with different weapon systems within the overall arms control ambit.19 We review the characteristics of NGOs that he identified below, as they reflect the problems of groups that are insufficiently diverse:
• Limits to learning: because NGOs tend to specialize on particular issue areas, they tend either not to be aware of—or not to seek out—what lessons may be accumulating in other areas that could have some applicability on their own.

• Reinventing the wheel: the failure to adequately examine and learn from experiences in other fields tends to lead to the reinvention of approaches and strategies which could have been carried over more efficiently from other fields. This is the diametric opposite of the problem of over-strict adherence to precedent sometimes seen among governments in the disarmament context.

• Failure to collaborate across issue areas: the focused nature of NGO work may lead to obvious opportunities for collaboration with those working in other issue areas being missed. Atwood cited the ICBL and the International Action Network on Small Arms as guilty of this. Conversely, since that was written, both campaigns have developed strong links with the Cluster Munition Coalition (CMC) in international efforts to ban cluster munitions—a useful and logical collaboration.20

• Missing possible synergy from joint action: comparing perspectives can lead to a mutual re-assessment of preferences—that there are things to be learned or done together of overall benefit. But these are easily missed.

• Orthodox thinking: the perceived need to protect standards achieved and see them implemented, which can blind advocates to allied routes for action on other issues.21 A recent example concerned the ICBL. Many member NGOs of the ICBL were concerned about cluster munitions, and were active in the CMC. But the ICBL was not formally involved in campaigning on cluster munitions early in these efforts, for fear it would detract resources and attention from Mine Ban Convention implementation issues. Eventually this changed, and the ICBL became an active member of the CMC in the Oslo Process.

In sum, there is no model or prescription for a successful multilateral disarmament or arms control negotiating process, just as there is no heuristic that works better than all others across all problems—something we discussed in Chapter 1. Nor is the inclusion of NGOs in negotiating work per se an instant ingredient for success or for perspective diversity. As we have maintained throughout, diverse identities are not a guarantee of diverse perspectives. To repeat what we said at the outset of this chapter,
to improve the efficacy of multilateral processes, what we instead need to identify are resilient conditions in which effective group prediction and problem solving are more likely to emerge.

The work of Page and others in the value of perspective diversity in this regard tallies with our observations of disarmament work over a decade at the multilateral level: that despite their many differences, diverse perspectives—whether incorporated into the mainstream of work as in the Mine Ban or Oslo Processes, or on the margins as in informal work in support of the 2001 Programme of Action on Small Arms and Light Weapons—seem to accompany progress where it is achieved. Resilient conditions seem to include perspective diversity.

Much more work is necessary if the framework Page and others developed, and which we have imported for exploratory discussion into the multilateral disarmament context, is to be validated to the satisfaction of all potential sceptics. Scholars in such fields do not and may never agree among themselves either. By introducing the idea to multilateral disarmament practitioners that perspective diversity is not just nice for the sake of representativeness, but could make a discernible difference to their collective performance, we would not pretend to have achieved this—and this volume poses at least as many questions as it answers. But that is the point. We now turn, finally, to some conclusions and recommendations for those practitioners.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

SO WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

There is no way to guarantee success in multilateral disarmament negotiations. The way in which we individually frame the world around us in cognitive terms has implications for the effectiveness of our interactions in large and complex negotiating environments such as those found in multilateral disarmament work. Being conscious of these constraints we face may help to minimize their unconscious effects. But, if we are to be realistic, individual self-vigilance is not enough, nor is the monitoring of our peers if those peers are too similar in identity and outlook to ourselves. Instead, more resilient conditions for creating effective multilateral outcomes lie in perspective diverse environments. Aside from performing better at problem solving, functionally diverse groups seem to be more efficient at predictive tasks in challenging environments. In view of this, what do we suggest to help practitioners working in these environments?

FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITY SHOULD BE PROMOTED

For good reasons as well as bad, people in the multilateral disarmament and arms control community tend to look at issues in similar ways—and they share a community of practice that reinforces this. They rely on similar heuristics and perspectives. But, as discussed, when a group is composed of people with similar “toolboxes”, they are more likely to get stuck on the same problems. The introduction of diverse perspectives and heuristics increases the chances that an apparently inextricable problem can be seen in a way that makes it more tractable.

DO NOT TREAT IDENTITY DIVERSITY AS FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITY

Multilateral practitioners—diplomats in particular—are drawn from backgrounds that are often more similar than they might initially appear. Although there are practical limits to be considered, there is a strong case
for greater identity diversity in multilateral disarmament environments, some of which (like the CD) have much catching up to do with other areas of multilateral work in this respect. However, awareness is needed that institutions can be made up of identity diverse populations, while nevertheless reducing cognitive diversity through their professional cultures by discouraging alternative perspectives. This can be especially true in foreign ministries. This, combined with the fact that they are usually very hierarchical, can make conditions less than promising for promoting approaches in which diversity trumps ability, both internally and in the multilateral environments in which they operate.

Although they can sometimes resemble each other, identity and perspective diversity are not equivalent. Representativeness of perspectives—rather than representation of all perspectives—is key to creating conditions of functional diversity. This is especially important in small group work, as small groups are especially susceptible to domination by a single mindset, something which has to balanced with their value as problem-solving “engines” for larger multilateral decision-making processes.

**DISTINGUISH THE FUNDAMENTAL FROM THE INSTRUMENTAL**

A useful question for multilateral practitioners to ask is whether insistence on certain means (an instrumental preference) is getting in the way of progress toward an end (a fundamental preference). This can clarify the importance of supporting or resisting a proposed course of action. Moreover, those seeking to achieve normative goals might even be better going outside of the existing structure to work together to achieve the goal with those with whom they share similar fundamental preferences.

**DO NOT COPY PERSPECTIVES THAT PERFORM BETTER—ADAPT THEM INSTEAD**

On the face of it, it makes sense to copy approaches that have worked in the past. But recall that some multilateral challenges categorized as falling within the purview of disarmament and arms control are radically different from some preceding arms control challenges and, what is more, they are complex. When responding to new international security problems, one approach cannot address all challenges. Templates only work when applied to the appropriate job.
The reality is that, by adapting itself to the specific requirements of one negotiating imperative and establishing that as a precedent, the disarmament community of practice makes itself unfit for other negotiating imperatives on significantly different issues. This does not mean that precedent, rules of procedure and existing institutions need to be wholly discarded as a resource for multilateral practitioners to frame and organize their endeavours. The Mine Ban Convention, for instance, has been a great inspiration to those involved in more recent international efforts to address the humanitarian effects of explosive remnants of war through CCW Protocol V and, beyond it, to new measures specific to cluster munitions. But such elements should inform rather than constrain the development of effective approaches. Established practice in multilateral disarmament decision making needs to be thought of as a guidebook rather than as an itinerary. One element that needs special and ongoing scrutiny in adapting established approaches is that of whose perspectives can be heard in a given process. Those involved in disarmament processes who arbitrarily exclude too many sources of diverse perspective hurt their own prospects.

**WHO TO INVOLVE DEPENDS ON THE CONTEXT**

A person’s value in group prediction and problem-solving tasks directly depends on how different their perspective and heuristics are from others in the group. But what we have discussed in this book helps to put the notion of “expert” into perspective: while expertise may be necessary to understand a difficult issue, innovative and surprising solutions can be found by less-experienced individuals, precisely because they are not experts in the orthodox sense, and see a problem differently.

Recall that no heuristic can help to solve all problems. The reality is that the toolbox of heuristics each of us has is limited. Sometimes, therefore, more productive environments for prediction and problem solving are not necessarily those containing those most expert in other disarmament contexts, or the most senior (and therefore allegedly wisest). One of the benefits of experience is that it constitutes a data bank from which to recognize patterns in different contexts, but if those determinations are not critically evaluated—perhaps most thoroughly by those with differing perspectives—the advantages may be nullified.
LISTENING AND LEARNING SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED

There is an old saying, “argue as if you are right, but make sure you listen as if you are wrong”. Statements of policy and national position are important in multilateral settings, but too much formality can strangle creative debate; that is, interactions leading to new, hybrid perspectives that take a group toward a problem-solving optimum. This, combined with various human cognitive biases explored in Chapter 2 (for instance, that we tend to interpret what we hear to better fit with what we were expecting to hear), does not always make such settings particularly conducive to reflection and interactions with others that will dispel polarization. Even if there is disagreement on fundamental preferences, it is worth fostering dialogue—provided the dialogue does not become an end in itself. Preferences, even fundamental preferences, are dynamic, and can change over time. As Daniël Prins put it in the third DHA volume: “The acceptance of differing perceptions, as well as the inclination to compare them sympathetically to one’s own, are prerequisites for better cooperation”.1

Learning should be encouraged because it enlarges the overall pool of cognitive tools available to a group, and a diverse pool is of more value than the tools alone: “When a collection of people work together to solve a problem, and one person makes an improvement, the others can often improve on this new solution even further. Problem solving is not the realization of a state but a process of innovation in which improvements build on improvements”.2

GROUPS SHOULD NOT ALL HAVE THE SAME FORMAT

The logic of diversity’s benefits not only applies to group composition, it applies to groups in general. Making the composition of every group—or the structure of every process—similar is not necessarily positive. In Chapter 2 we looked at some advantages and disadvantages of differing group sizes in terms of cognitive ergonomics.

Diverse groups composed of diverse problem solvers are more likely to be effective in solving a given problem—even if some do fail. In the case of cluster munitions, for example, there have been two international processes underway to address this weapon’s humanitarian effects: the Oslo Process and the CCW Group of Governmental Experts. A small group of states, the so-called Core Group, worked to solve many of the
problems of shepherding the Oslo Process toward eventual negotiation on a humanitarian treaty by 107 states; the CCW has not functioned the same way. And, although the compositions of the CCW and Oslo Process overlap, the latter has many states participating which do not belong to the CCW, although not all of the major users and producers of cluster munitions have taken part. The CCW’s work involves these states, and its mandate places more emphasis on military aspects of cluster munitions than the prime humanitarian imperative of the Oslo Process. There can be conflict between diverse groups of diverse problem solvers, but in the case of international efforts on cluster munitions, there is anecdotal evidence that at least some of those people involved in both the Oslo Process and the CCW recognize benefits in diverse approaches. The CCW would not have achieved a negotiating mandate without the existence of the freestanding Oslo Process, and to some extent the Oslo Process has benefited from CCW discussions over the years that have raised the level of awareness and expertise of multilateral practitioners on cluster munition issues. A key challenge for those in the CCW seeking a legally binding instrument there will be sustaining momentum now that the Oslo Process has resulted in a treaty.

**SOME DISSONANCE SHOULD BE ACCEPTED**

The principle of increasing diversity in multilateral disarmament and arms control work is nice in principle. But there are, of course, practical obstacles to its application. Some states are reticent about involving non-state actors. Multilateral meetings are expensive and hard to manage, and difficulties in communicating and getting along can be costly. Yet some dissonance has to be accepted if it can help the disarmament and arms control community reach better outcomes. Perspective diversity, be it even apparent contradiction or eccentricity, should be valued because a population will be better off if some of its members use diverse strategies. If one considers that diversity can trump ability then this makes perfect sense. There are system-wide benefits over time and in the face of uncertainty to being able to draw on more diverse perspectives.

**FINAL THOUGHTS**

Political scientists, especially international relations experts, have developed sophisticated theories to describe the effects of uncertainty in
the international system. Ken Booth and Nicholas Wheeler, for example, recently surveyed work on the pervasive security dilemma (mentioned in Chapter 1) facing states and their representatives, and have rightly argued that trust and building trust are critical ingredients to preventing, managing and resolving conflict.  

The idea behind this book has been to look at the problem of uncertainty in international relations from a rather different perspective. We have considered how highly demanding and complex multilateral environments such as those of disarmament and arms control negotiations may impact on collective performance because of the difficulties they pose for individuals. This is not to downplay the importance of differences of interest in preventing international cooperation: differing fundamental preferences may be so great between parties that the costs of cooperation are simply too high—there is, perhaps, “insufficient political will”. However, a major point to take from our analysis is that, although ostensibly considered rational, human beings are also subject to a range of cognitive constraints that can skew perceptions among those involved in trust-building efforts or lead them to accept intuitive cues that may be inappropriate.

There is a great deal more to be understood about the impact of cognitive factors in multilateral interactions, and our treatment of it only skims the surface. But it is clear that cognitive ergonomics are important and deserve more attention. If multilateral practitioners are to be effective in group prediction and problem-solving tasks such as multilateral negotiations, then it is important that these cognitive dimensions are acknowledged and, moreover, taken account of in deciding how such work is to be structured and tackled. It may, in turn, lower the transactional costs of cooperation in multilateral institutions—to the point that cooperation becomes viable in some contexts in which it otherwise would not have been.

One way our brains shape our individual outlook is by creating and imposing a narrative on what we experience. And this internal narrative is dynamic: it is continually being updated and the past rewritten, and further information we receive variously elevated, discounted or distorted. To memorize long passages of text, medieval monks were once taught to remember and structure information as if walking through a large house with rooms containing different objects. This is an optimistic mnemonic, considering that human memory more resembles a labyrinth, with walls
and hedges that open, close and move about while our backs are turned—and directed by a brain often trying to nudge us in certain directions.

Meanwhile, the predictive models of the world we each develop to enable us to sift information, find patterns and interpret the intentions of others are just that—simplifications of a complex reality that, in itself, defies narrative. This is not just a caution to bear in mind when reading the memoirs of diplomats about their triumphs and tribulations in international negotiations. It means our individual predictive models about the world can only be so accurate and so versatile. One problem is that we may see and impose narrative where none exists: in financial markets, for instance, there is increasing evidence that investor behaviour in financial markets reflects cognitive “risk algorithms” in stressful environments, rather than the actual rules of probability. Emotions are a key part of human decision making, and this also applies to multilateral negotiations.

Another problem is that we may assume our internal predictive models apply in situations or to phenomena in which prediction according to these models is simply not possible. Complex social phenomena, such as demand for illicit small arms or assessing the risk of hostile use of new technologies, fall into this category. Moreover, large-scale multilateral negotiations may in themselves be complex phenomena. In such cases we need to be careful about distinguishing the intuitive heuristics we carry about in our heads from acquired heuristics like training and experience that may be better guides as to what to do.

Unfortunately, expertise also appears to have its limits—or at least the kind of expertise that depends heavily on individual evaluation and assessment. Individual analysts can only handle a limited number of factors at any given time, and this leads to a number of failings of the kind Ormerod and Riordan identified (see Chapter 1), such as not taking into account complexity, not making factors and their relationships explicit, or making deterministic predictions when there is no basis to do so. Moreover, we must grapple with over-confidence, belief defence and esteem protection, as Tetlock discovered in his study of experts. Nor is the reputation of an expert necessarily a useful guide, as those with the greatest reputations may have the most invested in their views of the world—views that are at odds with new conditions or impending challenges.
Just as our predictive models differ, so do our interpretations, heuristics and perspectives. And all perspectives have their limits. A crucial point Page and Hong’s work on diversity has underlined, however, is that different perspectives are mutually reinforcing and in the right conditions can aid prediction and problem solving. There is no “best” perspective across all different situations and, what is more, there is unlikely to be one that is superior even across the subset of diverse themes represented in multilateral disarmament processes—let alone international security issues as a whole. There is no antidote for Rumsfeld’s world of surprise: the threats to international security change, and with them so do the challenges for disarmament. Just as importantly, no one decision maker is an island, which is why it is important to ensure functional or perspective diversity in multilateral disarmament efforts.

In the long run, gains in multilateral disarmament work are achievable by paying more attention to creating the conditions in which more optimal solutions to prediction and problem solving can emerge, rather than to products of policy doctrine or accumulation of precedent. This necessitates a greater openness to innovation than we sometimes have seen in the community of practice of disarmament diplomats in the past, and greater support for ensuring functional or perspective diversity. Such diversity is key because how differently a person thinks about and would solve the problem at hand is an important predictor of their aptitude to improve the performance of a group as a whole, within the conditions discussed earlier. And differentness of perspective is contextual, which presents the question for those involved in multilateral disarmament work: do their institutions draw from a large (and therefore diverse) enough pool of different perspectives? In bodies such as the CD, in which there appears to be identity diversity but not a great deal of perspective diversity, and in which outside voices are almost entirely excluded, it is difficult to see how this could be the case.

Promoting greater perspective diversity in multilateral disarmament institutions is less radical than it might appear. For instance, while the CD is largely closed to non-diplomats, most other disarmament processes already allow some degree of civil society access. In the BTWC and NPT processes, this access tends to be facilitated in special, dedicated sessions. National governments sometimes allow a “civil society representative” or two to attend as a member of their delegation in international disarmament meetings. Perhaps the most diverse environments, however, are those
in which NGOs (and international organizations) have been allowed continuous and general access to the work of the process—including the ability to add their perspectives and critique those of others, as in the Mine Ban Convention, the CCW and the Oslo Process. Far from resulting in anarchy, these processes show that most civil society actors understand that they are present as observers to contribute their views (even if some states are not particularly happy with what NGOs have to say) rather than to be decision makers, which is the province of states, and all seem to have benefited.

While formal rights or privileges for those with different perspectives in multilateral disarmament work should, on the whole, be welcomed, the point is to promote diversity because it adds value and not because it seems a nice thing to do. Some work, such as that of the Quakers in the Chemical Weapons Convention and Mine Ban Convention processes during the 1990s, was described by David Atwood as being “in the middle by being on the edge”—it had no official status, but nevertheless aided the formal negotiators in such processes by creating alternative, informal environments in which diverse perspectives could reinforce each other. There will always be certain contexts in which states alone must negotiate, but these select instances (like the endgame trade-offs between state representatives in negotiations) should not be used as a reason to avoid the cognitive diversity more likely to put their negotiators in the position where an agreement is in near prospect, and can be collectively grasped.

Most famously, the humanitarian perspectives of deminers, landmine survivors and medical personnel among others were vital ingredients in international efforts leading to the Mine Ban Convention. And they have since contributed to progress on several other weapons issues such as small arms, explosive remnants of war and cluster munitions—even multilateral efforts in support of the ban on biological weapons as in the last few years states have relaxed in the BTWC process about non-state involvement in some aspects of its work. By this logic, other epistemic communities and perspectives could also contribute to the effectiveness of disarmament work—and to some extent we have seen this, for instance, through the work of the World Health Organization on firearm violence prevention and the involvement of the international development community in the 2007 Geneva Declaration on armed violence and development. Seen in light of the arguments in this volume, “disarmament as humanitarian action”
can be seen as reflecting the generic value of diversity of perspective in multilateral disarmament work.

It should also not be underestimated that being moved by the plight of others is a powerful spur to encouraging people with diverse perspectives to “do the right thing”, even in multilateral disarmament contexts. Seeing security in human terms makes sense. And problems of human insecurity, augmented by the availability of weapons, are nearer our doorsteps in an increasingly interconnected world than we often imagine. For quite a while now, there has been tacit understanding among some diplomats that they benefit from these and other perspectives “outsiders” can bring to their efforts, although this has varied over time and across issue areas. And a range of NGOs have shown that they can make valuable contributions, though they are not immune to the problems of ensuring sufficient cognitive diversity among themselves. This book has been an attempt to introduce multilateral practitioners to some insights from other domains that show that there are good reasons for believing that diversity brings benefits for group prediction and problem solving, including in disarmament work, and to provide ideas of how to foster it. Diversity can be an important lever for improving their ability to tackle contemporary and future international security challenges, whatever those may be. That is perhaps as good as it gets in a world of “unknown unknowns”.

Notes
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### ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTWC</td>
<td>Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction; Biological Weapons Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCW</td>
<td>Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Conference on Disarmament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHA</td>
<td>Disarmament as Humanitarian Action project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBL</td>
<td>International Campaign to Ban Landmines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRC</td>
<td>International Committee of the Red Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT</td>
<td>Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDIR</td>
<td>United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Success has been hard to attain in recent years in multilateral disarmament and arms control work. Political problems exist, but they are not the sole problem. Obstacles to progress can be the unintended consequences of past practice, or they can stem from the complex challenges those involved must deal with. Aspects of multilateral disarmament practice compound cognitive challenges that individuals face in managing their perceptions and interactions with others. While there is no way to ensure success in disarmament endeavours, multilateral practitioners can improve the chances by recognizing and harnessing cognitive diversity, as humanitarian perspectives in disarmament processes have shown. This book discusses practical suggestions to help achieve this.